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Murray State Men Fall To
EKU In Conference Opener

Promoting
through international
— See Sports scholarships.

Thursday, December 6, 2007

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Kentucky State Police is investigating the death of a 35year-old Murray man who was found unresponsive at Calloway
County Jail Tuesday night, but results on the
cause o;death may have to wait until after the
Christmas holiday.
James Bradley Allen was brought into the
jail at 4:55 p.m. Tuesday on a charge of possession of a controlled substance and incarcerated. However he was later found unresponsive by jail authorities during a cell
check.
"It happened a little before 10 p.m.,"
Calloway County Jailer Phil Hazle said. "We
Allen
called the state police and the coroner and
they're doing an investigation."
Attempts by jail personnel to revive Allen were unsuccessful and he was declared dead at 11:39 p.m. Tuesday.
Result of an autopsy to determine the cause of Allen's death
by the Kentucky Medical Examiner's Office in Madisonville
Wednesday will not be released until a toxicology test has been
completed.
"I have the preliminary results, but the only thing the medical examiner told me is that she wants to wait until the toxicology comes in before she makes the final determination,"
Calloway Coroner Mike Garland said.
It could be a few weeks before the final results are made
public; most likely after the Christmas holiday, according to
Garland.
The incident is under investigation by KSP Detective John
Sins.

By SHERRY PURDOM
well, not just those who are
Murray
Schools
Public bound for college, and that it
Information Officer
must be able to produce measurU.S. News & World Report able academic outcomes that
magazine
has
designated show the school is successfully
Murray High School with its educating its student body
"bronze medal" status in its across a range of performance
ranking of the best high schools indicators.
in America.
"To receive national recogniDetermined through an first- tion by 'The US News and
ever analysis of academic and World Report' is certainly a tribenrollment data of more than ute to the students, faculty and
18,000 public high schools, the staff, parents, and the many
top 100 schools earn "gold proud supporters of Murray
medal" status and appear in the High School. The Murray
latest issue of the magazine, Board of Education is very
dated Dec. 10, 2007.
proud of this accomplishment,"
The 2008 U.S. News & said Bob Rogers, MISD superWorld Report America's Best intendent.
High Schools methodology.
The first two steps ensured
developed by School Evaluation that the schools serve all of their
Services, a K-12 education data students well, using state profiresearch business run by ciency standards as the measurStandard & Poor's, used a three- ing benchmarks. For those
tier process to evaluate and schools that made it past the first
measure high school students' two steps, a third step assessed
performance from the 2005- the degree to which schools pre2006 school year in 40 schools pared students for college work.
across the country to determine
Teresa Speed, MHS princiAmerica's Best High Schools. pal, believes this award that
The criteria used is based on the
key principles that a great high
school must serve all its students
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City, Murray Main Street, parks interested in building
By TOM BERRY
•
Staff Writer
Railroad enthusiast Steve Wilhelm wants
to see the former North Carolina & St. Louis
Railroad depot in downtown Murray preserved for future generations as a reminder
of a bygone era in Calloway County history.
Wilhelm, a former train engineer whose
love for railroads led him to help place and
paint the bright, red train caboose next to
Playhouse in the Park at Murray-Calloway
Central Park, says the city has lost too many
historic buildings in the past few years to
progress and does not want to seethe depot
listed among them.
"I'd like to see Murray Main Street take
possession of it if they can," Wilhelm said
during an interview Wednesday. "I'd then
like to see them move it to the park close to
the freight house, which is now Playhouse
in the Park. It would fit perfectly between
there and the maintenance building."
The depot, which Wilhelm said was likely built by NC&SL Railroad sometime
between 1915-17, was later purchased by
the Louisville & Nashville Railroad. It was

then sold by L&N to the Hutson family of
Hutson Agriculture Inc. in Murray, which
occupied it as an office for about 20 years.
The building was more recently purchased by Crop Production Services Inc.,
but is now owned by the Kentucky-West
Tennessee Railroad.
Wilhelm said the building is in very good
condition considering it is about 90 years
old. He thinks preservation efforts should
begin as soon as possible to keep the building from getting damaged.
"My point is that this building is in great
shape. It's been preserved as an office building for 20 years. If they let it go, sooner or
later the vandals will get to it and the windows will get broken or some vagrant will
light a fire in it to get warm and it will burn
down," he said.
"Murray wouldn't be what it is without
that depot."
Murray Main Street Manager Deana
Wright said the agency has been working
with the City of Murray since spring to preserve the building and will do all they can to
prevent it from being torn down.

'The ftrM..thips,isr,woolaa
mg to ensure that it doesn't
get torn down and I don't
see that happening," she
said. "The second thing is
to try to figure out a way to
purchase it."
Wright said there is
most certainly some grant
money available that would
help pay for the preservaWrIghi
tion.
City Administrator Matt Mattingly said
the city has been working with the building's owners trying to secure ownership for
some time. "We initially spoke with (Crop
Production Services Inc.) about a year ago.
but I found out earlier this week that the
railroad now owns that depot. So I am currently trying to get in contact with KWT."
"As far as it being torn down, all permits
must come through the city and we are not
aware of any permit applications that have
been requested," Mattingly added. "So as

II See Page 2A

Winslow offers international holiday goodies
By HOLLY WISE
Hanukkah, they can at least look
Staff Writer
and see a little history of the holIn keeping with Murray State iday."
University's global perspective,
Christmas
The
menu
Winslow Dining Hall manager includes some key Hanukkah
Linda Hollingsworth is working items but Hollingsworth said
hard to welcome international they mostly concentrate on setstudents into the dining room by ting up small displays of Jewish
providing meals they are famil- holiday artifacts.
iar with in addition to the
After the Christmas break
American meals she serves.
reprieve, Hollingsworth said she
One such example of that and her staff will be busy
was Wednesday night's holiday preparing for the New Year's
dinner featuring a traditional holidays that the Chinese and
Christmas menu and items Korean students celebrate in the
reflecting both Hanukkah and months of January and
Kwanzaa.
February.
"Even though we don't have
"A lot of the international
a large population of Jewish stu- holidays fall either before or
dents, we have some," said after this (Christmas) time," she
Hollingsworth. 'The goal here said. "What we're going to be
is not to just provide a service doing next semester in January
for those who are Jewish stu- • and February will be some of
dents but it's educational so that the New Year's holidays."
when students come in and
they're not familiar with

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Tense
Murray State student Lucas Mathis, foreground, is joined by
classmates in enjoying a special three-holiday feast at the college's Winslow Dining Hall Wednesday afternoon. The cafeteria was decorated for Christmas, Kwanzaa and Hanukkah with
specialized cuisine offered in honor of all three holidays made
hot and ready for the hungry college students.
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TOM BERRY/Ledger & limes
Steve Wilhelm, a former train engineer and railroad preservation enthusiast, would like to see the former
North Carolina & St.
Louis Railroad Depot in Murray salvaged, renovated and relocated to Murray-Calloway Central Park. He says
the building
would serve both as a memorial of bygone days in Calloway County as well as serving as the parks department's
new office
building and community service facility.
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Not guilty plea entered in boy's death
Calloway County Sherttf's Department
-A theft from a vehicle was reported on South Fourth Street
Tuesday at 4.09 p m
-A Backusburg Road caller Wednesday at 11 11 a.m. said someone is withdrawing money from her account
-A caller reported at 5.01 p m that her King Richard Drive home
had been broken into
-A credit card was reported stolen from a subject on Backusburg
Road at 9.23 p.m
Murray Police Department
-A theft was reported to the police station Tuesday at 12!37 p.m.
-A theft was reported from the Peddlers Mall at 1:44 p.m.
-A theft from a vehicle was reported at 524 South 12th Street at
4.18 p.m
-A possible attempted burglary was reported at E-6 Coach
Estates at 12:06 a.m. The subject left on foot wearing dark clothing and a hat.
Murray State University Police
-A report for criminal mischief in the third degree was taken at
Franklin College Saturday at 1 .39 a.m. A broken pane of glass
in the east side door was reported. Central Plant was advised.
-A report for .criminal mischief was taken Sunday at 11:21 a.m.
Someone hit a vehicle in the Hester parking lot and knocked a
mirror off
-A fire alarm was activated in Hart College at 7:13 p.m. There
was a significant amount of smoke as a result of food burning in
the kitchen on the second floor. There was no fire. Murray Fire
Department and the state fire Marshall were advised.
-A fire was reported in the visual arts building when a torch used
for teaching class caught the hose and regulator on fire. A fire
extinguisher was used to put out the fire
Murray Fire
Department, Facilities Management and the state fire Marshall
were advised
-A possible case of identity theft was reported to a public safety
officer Monday at 6.48 p m.
-A report for theft by unlawful taking under $300 was taken after
a student reported a stolen cell phone at Carr Health at 9:40 p.m.
-A burglary was reported in the lower level of the Regional
Special Events Center at the A entrance Tuesday at 1009 a.m.
— Information is obtained from logs,
citations and reports from vanous agencies.

NOTICE
The Murray Public
Safety Committee will meet
today at 4 30 at city hall
Agenda items include discussion of text amendments
to the alcohol ordinance as it
pertains to rules and regulations for outdoor patio areas
III The Hazel City Council
is scheduled to meet in special session at 7 p m on
Monday at Hazel City Hall
On the agenda for the meeting are second readings on
the city's new wastewater
and business licensing ordinances The public is invited
to attend and participate
IN To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916

A Tel el)i story incorrectly
identified the gender of Missy
Jenkins Smith's child. She has
a son.
The Murray Ledger & Timei
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting, however mistakes occasionally occur. It is
the Ledger's policy to correct
errors. To report a news mistake or error, please call 7531916

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A convicted sex
offender pleaded not guilty today to kidnapping
and killing a 4-year-old neighbor who was found
in a garbage truck.
A judge set a SI million cash bond for Cecil
Eugene New II during his arraignment in
Jefferson Circuit Court.
New was charged Wednesday with killing
Cesar "Ivan" Aguilar-Cano, who disappeared near
Churchill Downs on June 29. He was found in the
back of a garbage truck eight days later.
A grand jury indicted New on Wednesday on
charges of murder, kidnapping, tampering with
., physical evidence and being a persistent felony
offender. Prosecutors plan to seek the death penal-

AP
The Space Shuttle Atlantis
and launch pad 39a are seen
reflected in a pool of water as
workers leave the launch pad
late in the night. Wednesday
at NASA's Kennedy Space
Center, Cape Canaveral, Fla.

CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla.
(AP) — NASA called off
today's launch of space shuttle
Atlantis after detecting prob
lems with fuel gauges in the
shuttle's external tank.
Officials will try again
Friday to launch the shuttle,
NASA said.
Two of the four sensors in the
shuttle's liquid hydrogen tank
indicated that the tank was dry,
even (hough there was fuel
inside. Three sensors must be
working properly to fly. NASA
spokesman Paul Foerman said.
The sensors are critical to
ensure that the shuttle's three
main engines don't shut down
too soon or too late during
liftoff.
.101‘slki4ems with thc jiensors
have delayed shuttle liUnches
before, most recently in
September 2006_

Give a gift that
lasts all year
A subscription to the

Come by our office on Dec. 10 through 14
and receive a savings of

places Murray High School in
an elite group with other high
schools in the country is exemplary of the tradition that precedes MHS.
"I am pleased we are recognized in this manner," she said.
"This is a reflection of the tradition, pride and excellence we
illustrate on a daily basis."

Other Kentucky high schools
who earned the "Bronze" distinction included: Barbourville
City School, Brown High
School, Butler Traditional High
School, Eminence High School,
Graves County High School,
Harlan High School. Jackson
City School, Johnson Central
High School, Lee County High
School.
Monticello
High
School, Owensboro
High

far as we know there are no plans to tear it down
and we would like to get hold of it, restore it and
find a good use for it."
Both Wright and Mattingly agree that relocating the building to the park would be a good
move. The building would more than meet the
need of a new office building and community center now planned by the Murray-Calloway County
Parks Board of Directors.

Hollingsworth said a group
of MSU Cypriote students are
also interested in preparing a
meal in the early spring semester.
"If you ask an international
student, one of the greatest
things they miss (at the holidays)
is
their
food."
Hollingsworth explained. "I
went to Korea in May with the
university so I got a chance to
see bow..I casket combine ,the
international meals with the holidays because that's when all of
us miss home the most.
"We've provided a place
where a community can come
eat together dishes that are
familiar to them during these
holidays and have a place to celebrate."
One
of
the
things
Hollingsworth said she learned
on her trip abroad was that eating is much more communal
then it is in America. "We're
very much more independent."
she added. "A lot of students
tend to take their food to go now
and sir at their computers or TV.
I've tried to accept it but it bothers me a little bit. That's one of
the reasons why we wanted to
create in here a nice environment where people would want
to stay."
Hollingsworth's interest in
preparing international meals
started when she attended a customer service conference in St.
Louis about two years ago.
"When I came back. I opened
the paper that night and on the
front page was the story about

ty if New is convicted.
New has been on the Kentucky sex offender
registry since March 2000. He was convicted of
sodomy involving II- and 9-year-old victims in
northern Kentucky.
New's attorney, public defender Jay Lambert,
filed a motion asking that 411 evidence in the case
be preserved. A court date has been set for Jan. 23.
Ivan was buried in his mother's hometown of
San Juan Tapalapa. Guatemala. in August. His
mother, Rosa Cano, who is in the United States
illegally, was granted a special visa allowing her
to leave and return to the country as a material
witness in the criminal investigation.

School. Paris High School,
Phelps high School, Pikeville
High School, Walton-Verona
High School and Williamsburg
City School.
Schools that scored "Silver"
included Beechwood High
School, Bowling Green, Dupont
Manual,
Fort
Thomas
Highlands, Louisville Male, and
North Oldham.

Parks Director Matt Martin said he would be
thnlled to have it.
"We're all for it," Martin said. "If we could get
that done, that would be absolutely amazing.
From what I understand it's about 3,800 square
feet and we're only looking at 1,700. So that
would more than double the space we need and
that can't be anything but great.
"Anytime we can clear up revenues by doing
something else is a big plus."

the dormitory kitchens being
shut down. The students who
were bemoaning that fact were
mostly vegetarians and international students. It hit me. 'You
know, we really don't do much
service to our international students."
Hollingsworth said she didn't
know where to start in asking
students what they were interested in, but found out that the
International
Student
Organization (ISO) held meetAngst emery other week-4141st.
started going anrimaying,'What
can we do to provide foods for
you all?' It started out as "Let's
have sticky rice instead of
American rice" ..and then we
started doing a little More international dishes and then it
evolved into where the students
would like to have international
meals."
If an international student
group requests a meal but the
students don't know how to
cook it. Hollingsworth said her
staff can prepare it. given time
to research it.
"The biggest challenge is
finding ingredients," she said.
"To get some of the spices we
need for the (recent) Indian dinner, we had to go to Nashville.
It requires planning far enough
ahead. It's been a good learning
experience for us all."
Hollingsworth said she has
noted a change in what students
expect over the course of her 27year career in university food
services.
"What students are expose to
is so different now from when
first started out. You didn't have
all these other restaurants in a

college town; you just ate
pizza," she said. "But now students are exposed to more and
they expect more."
While Hollingsworth said
this is a good thing, she also
commented that it creates a
challenge for those working in
food services,
"The student population is so
diverse which makes it fun and
challenging," she added. "but it
does make it challenging in that
you've got people who are very
western.Xastnicky.
=ligti
ditiosal-asear
potatoes, and then you've got all
these international groups and
your vegetarian population and
your special needs students.
Then you have people who just
want something different; don't
know what, just something different."
Hollingsworth added the
challenges afe a good thing
"because we're in the food business but it keeps up hopping."
In deference to the international students and other students who will be on 'campus
during the Christmas break,
Hollingsworth said Fast Track
will be open from II to 7 during
the break except for the time
period between Christmas and
New Years.
"Most of the international
students indicated to us that they
would be traveling or have other
plans. This is an experiment
over Christmas break," said
Hollingsworth. She added th%t
they had expanded hours over
the Thanksgiving break and
found that many students took
advantage of it to purchase
things like bread, milk and eggs.

$9.00

for a one year subscription.

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071

1001 Whltnell Ave.
753-1916
www.murrayledger.com

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
A SEA OF POINSETTIAS: Kns-Ann Kaiser, Murray State University
Greenhouse manager
and lecturer, inspects one of the hundreds of poinsettias available to the public
this Chnstmas
season. The department has grown more than 750 red, white and pink poinsettias.
They will
be on sate through mid-December. Kaiser said proceeds from the fourth annual protect will go
toward funding MSU students' attendance at the American Society for Horticultural
Sciences
Conference in Dallas, Texas in February 2008. The poinsettias come wrapped in
decorative
foil for the holidays.
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Gerald (Tole) RaspbeiTy

The funeral for Gerald (Tojo)Raspberry will be Friday at 11 a.m.
The funeral for Thomas E. Lovett Sr. will be today (Thursday) at
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Sammy 2 p.m. in the chapel
of Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home.
Cunningham will officiate. Burial will follow in the Macedonia Matthew Williams and Jason Carroll will officiate.
Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m.
Pallbearers will be Junior Lovett, Jason Carroll, Jamie Stockdale,
today (Thursday).
Chantry Carroll, Tim Lax, Dale Lovett, James Sheppard, Sherd
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Relay For Life, do Pat Sheppard, Joe Sheppard, Danny Nelson, Howard Wood and Jerry
Latimer, P.O. Box 1080, Murray, KY 42071.
Camper. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Raspberry, 73, Osborne Road, Hazel, died Tuesday, Dec. 4,
Visitation is now at the funeral home. Online condolences may
2007, at 11:50 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
be made at www.imesmiller.com
A retired farmer and carpenter, he was of Baptist faith. Born May
Mr. Lovett Sr., 83, Old Lynn Grove Road, Murray, died Tuesday.
7, 1934, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late Hubert Dec. 4, 2007, at 4:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Raspberry and Gladys Hendricks Raspberry. Also preceding him in
A former employee of the former Murray Division of the Tappan
death were one sister. Patsy Stenburg, and five brothers, James, Company, he was an ardent barterer and of Baptist faith.
Hugh Donald, Farley, Randall and Billie Raspberry.
Born June 19, 1924, in Marshall County, he was the son of the
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Shirley Raspberry; one daugh- late Jess Gatewood Lovett and Moine° Mathis Lovett. Also precedter. Mrs. Vickie Powers and husband, Ray, Murray; three sons, Tony ing him in death were three sisters, Lucille Shepard,Inez Lovett and
Raspberry and wife, Cheryl. Gary Raspberry and Jeff Raspberry, Imogene Nelson.
and one sister, Mrs. Faye Lassiter, all of Hazel; one brother, Joe Max
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Lounell Oakley Lovett; one son,
Raspberry and wife, Bonnie, Murray; three grandchildren, Adam Junior Lovett and wife, Ann. Murray; two daughters, Mrs. Cathy
Herndon, Buchanan, Tenn., Megan Oliver and husband, Daniel. Stockdale and husband, Johnnie, Hazel. and Mrs. Carolyn Carroll
Murray, and Austin Raspberry, Hazel.
and husband, Franklin, Murray; one brother, Charles Lovett and
wife, Avalou, Hardin; one sister, Mrs. Nelline Jones, Benton; five
Ms. Sheila Jo Roberts
grandchildren, Mrs. Renee Lax and husband, Tim, Jeanne Carroll,
Ms. Shelia Jo Roberts, 57, Paducah, died Tuesday, Dec. 4, 2007, and Jason Carroll and wife, Jennifer, all of Murray, and Jamie
at 10:01 p.m. at her home.
Stockdale and wife, Kristi, and Johnna Stockdale, all of Hazel; four
A teacher at Draughon's Junior College, she had worked 25+ great-grandchildren, Chantry, Cole and Callie Carroll and Jordan
years as a paralegal for attorneys, Tom Osborne, Lax, all of Murray; brother-in-law, Johnny Nelson, Marshall
Jim Harris and Burton Washburn. A licensed County.
Realtor since August of 1996, she was a founding
member of Thomas Smith Real Estate. She was a Mrs. Lillie Mae Wolford Pickett
member of Paducah Board of Realtors, Kentucky
The funeral for Mrs. Lillie Mae Wolford Pickett was Wednesday
Association of Realtors and National Association at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Milner and Orr Funeral Home, Paducah.
of Realtors. For the past four years, she had chaired Rev. Terry Mitcherson officiated. Burial was in the Oakgrove
the fair housing committee for the Paducah Board Cemetery in Ledbetter.
of Realtors. She was a member of Journey Church
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Ohio Valley Baptist
in West Paducah.
Church, P.O. Box 214, Ledbetter, KY 42058.
Roberta
She was the daughter of the late Ira Wade
Mrs. Pickett, 89, Ledbetter, died Monday. Dec. 3, 2007, at 11:20
Roberts and Mary Ruth Houston Roberts.
a.m. at Oakview Manor Nursing and Rehabilitation.
Survivors include two sons, Jay B. Suiter, Paducah, and John R.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Willard David Pickett,
Kelso and wife. Bobbie June, Murray; one grandchild, Jarrett Wade one daughter, Letha Joe Hopkins, her parents, George Washington
Kelso, one brother, Fred Roberts and wife, Phyllis, one niece, Mrs. Wolford and Ellie Myrtle iller Wolford, one sister and five brothLori Sheridan and husband, Chris, and one nephew, Ray Roberts ers. A member of 0
alley Baptist Church, she was born in
and wife, Cheryl, all of Murray.
Savanah, Term.
The funeral will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Milner &
Survivors include one son, David George Pickett, Smithland:
Orr Funeral Home, Paducah. Rev. Gary Elrod will officiate. Burial three grandchildren, Sherry Jo Pickett, Smithland, Reggie Tubbs.
will follow at 3:30 p.m. in the Hicks Cemetery in Calloway County. Gage, and David Wayne Pickett, Hardin; three great-grandchildren;
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Friday.
several nieces and nephews.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Journey Church, 4750
Metropolis Lake Rd., West Paducah, KY 42086.

M.Lena Weldon Solomon
Mrs. Lena Weldon Solomon, 96, Jesse Street, Benton, died
Tuesday, Dec. 4, 2007, at 8 p.m. at Britthaven of Benton.
A homemaker, she was a member of First Christian Church of
Benton.
Preceding her in death were her husband, A.
Leighton Solomon, one son, Jim Solomon, her parems, Jim Morgan and Annie S. Parks Morgan,
three brothers, Edward Morgan, Joe Parks Morgan
and James Robert Morgan, and two sisters, Linda
Morgan Hensley and Luberth Pletz.
Survivors include one son, Weldon Solomon
and wife, Dorsey, one daughter, Mrs. Ann
Cromwell, and one daughter-in-law, Mrs. Beverly
Riley Solomon, all of Benton; one sister, Mrs.
Solomon
Susan Chase. Edison, NJ.; five grandsons, Todd
and John Solomon, both of Benton, Chad Cromwell, Primm
Springs, Tenn., Kyle Cromwell, Germantown, Tenn., and Shane
Solomon, Paducah; eight great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. Mike Weber will officiate. Burial will follow in the Benton Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Britthaven Nursing
and Rehabilitation. Benton, KY 42025.

Mrs. Nonnie Litchfield
Mrs. Nonnie Litchfield, 88, Ky. Hwy. 68 East, Benton, died
Tuesday, Dec. 4, 2007, at 6:40 p.m. in Clarkson.
A retired waitress for Kenlake Marina, she was a member of
Hamlet Baptist Church and of Clark Homemakers.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Woodrow Litchfield,
one grandchild. Darrel Washburn, her parents, Adison Joiner and
Etna Compton Joiner, one brother and one sister.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Frieda Litchfield Dukes,
Benton, and Mrs. Janis Litchfield Washburn, Wichita, Kan.; one
son. Woodrow Litchfield Jr., Clarkson; five grandchildren; five
great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Glenn Cope will officiate. Burial will
follow in the Litchfield Cemetery in Trigg County.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 10 a.m. Saturday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice Preventive
Care of Central Kentucky, P.O. Box 2149, Elizabethtown, KY
42702, or Marshall County Caring Need Line, 307 Main St,
Benton, KY 42025, or Hamlet Baptist Church, 3923 Eggners Ferry
Rd., Benton, KY 42025.

William Glen (Romeo) Barnett
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Thomas E. Lovett Sr.

The funeral for William Glen (Romeo) Barnett will be today
(Thursday) at 1 p.m. at Hazel Baptist Church. Rev. Brent Lee and
Rev. Jerry Lee will officiate. Pallbearers will be members of Hazel
Volunteer Fire Department. Burial will be in the Barnett Cemetery
in Calloway County, but no graveside service will be held.
Visitation is now at Miller Funeral Home of Hazel.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hazel Volunteer Fire
Department P.O. Box 141, Hazel, KY 42049 or Hazel Baptist
Church Building Fund. P.O. Box 129, Hazel, KY 42049. Online
condolences may be made at www.imesmiller.com
Mr. Barnett. 83, Hazel. died Tuesday. Dec. 4, 2007. at 11:16 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired mechanic at Parker Ford, he was a member and volunteer of the Volunteer Fire Department of Hazel and was a member
and assistant treasurer of Hazel Baptist Church. Born Oct. 6, 1924,
he was the son of the late Leroy and Jessie Weston Barnett.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Martha Smodsernion Barnett, to
whom he was married July 12. 1948; two sons, Mike Barnett and
wife. Jan, Hazel. and Ken Barnett and wife, Terri, Paducah: five
brothers, J.L. Barnett and wife. Barbara, Max Barnett and wife,
Sandra. Dale Barnett and wife. Barbara. Leroy Barnett and Oliver
Barnen. all of Murray; five sisters. Mrs. Rachael Walske. River
Rouge, Mich., Mrs. Elaine Collins, Murray, Mrs. Maxine Suns,
Michigan. Mrs. Bernice Phelps and husband, Dolphus. Louisville.
and Mrs. Rhonda Wrye and husband, Gene. Cadiz; six grandchildren. Brian, Kristin, Robert and Sam Barnett, Stacey Young, and
Tracy Suits; two great-grandchildren. Jacob Young and Jackson
Suits.

Omaha mall gunman 'a very
helpful young man' who had
lost his job and girlfriend

BELLEVUE,Neb.(AP)—A
high school dropout with a criminal past, Robert A. Hawkins
had struggled to overcome
depression. But friends thought
he was making strides.
Then, about two weeks ago,
he lost his girlfriend. A week
later, it was his job. His friends
worried he would regress.
"He was a very helpful young
man, but he was quiet," said
Debora Maruca-Kovac, a surgical nurse whose family took in
Hawkins after her 17- and 19year-old sons befriended him.
"He didn't cause a lot of trouble. He tried to help out all the
time," Maruca-Kovac said. "He
was very thankful for everything. He wasn't a violent person at all."
But police said it was
Hawkins who went into an
Omaha shopping mall on
Wednesday and began a shooting rampage that killed eight
people. It ended when he turned
his high-powered rifle on himself. The rampage was as troubling as it was puzzling for those
who knew him.
Hawkins, 19, had been in
trouble before. There was a
felony drug conviction in March
2005 and the disorderly conduct
charge seven months later. He
was due in court later this month
on charges he contributed to the
delinquency of a minor.
But Maruca-Kovac said she
saw nothing foreshadowing the
horror Hawkins would inflict
during his last moments alive.
She remembered a gentle young
man who loved animals. She
regarded him so benignly that
when he showed her an SKS
semiautomatic rifle the night
before his attack, she thought little of it, the Omaha WorldHerald reported.
But she had a feeling of
despair soon after she learned
about Wednesday shootings. By
then, she had learned of a suicide note that Hawkins had left
behind.
"I had a feeling it could be
him," she said.
She said she and her husband
let Hawkins stay with them after
he left or was kicked out of his
family's house. Court records
show that at least once he was
termed a ward of the state,
which legally removed him from
his parents' custody.
With Hawkins living in her
borne. Maruca-Kovac could see
be had a drinking problem and
was an occasional marijuana
smoker. He enjoyed music and
video games — "normal teenager stuff," she said.
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Benefit fund set for
MHS student Payne
Carrie Groves, program
coordinator for the Main Street
Youth Center, is encouraging
the community to give to a fund
to benefit Murray High School
student O'Brien Payne, who
was injured in an accident while
riding his bicycle Friday. Nov.
30.
Payne died of his injuries on

Wednesday
at
Vanderbilt
University Medical Center.
MHS has set up a fund to aid
with expenses at The Murray
Bank. The checks are to be
written to Murray High School
for Payne's benefit.
"This fund is to assist the
family in his untimely death,"
Groves said.

Two Fort Campbell-workers
accused of lying to federal
investigators about shooting
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — company with the suspect at
Two Fort Campbell emergency 11:30 p.m. on the 10th.
dispatchers have been indicted
Kentucky State Police have
on charges that they gave false charged Army Sgt. Brent Burke,
statements to federal investiga- 29, with murder and othei
tors who were seeking informa- charges related to the shootings
tion concerning the fatal shoot- of Tracy Burke, 31, and her forings of two people in central mer mother-in-law, Karen b.
Kentucky in September.
Comer, 53, of Rineyville 'in
Michelle L. Lovelace, 36, Hardin County.
and Lindsey A. Brooks, age
Tracy Burke's oldest child;a
unavailable, both of Clarksville. 9-year-old boy, called 911 On
Tenn., were accused in a federal Sept. 12 to report that his mothindictment Monday of telling er and grandmother had been
investigators they were with the fatally shot at his home. Brent
suspect in the case in a Fort and Tracy Burke's 5-year-old
Campbell parking lot until I and 2-year-old children were
a.m. on Sept. 11, the U.S. attor- also in the home. The older child
ney's office said Wednesday.
said he waited until the next
Lovelace and Brooks were morning to call because he was
requested by the suspect to lie to afraid.
investigators, the prosecutor's
Lovelace and Brooks are
office said in a statement.
scheduled for arraignment on
indictment
The
says Jan. 16 in Paducah.
L'Svelace and Brooks parted

ANNUITY OFFER
Offer Expires 12/31/07

Guaranteed First Year Yield

16.04
Guaranteed On AU Deposit
For Seven Years
Great For IRA, 401K, 4036,
Roth IRA, Roth 401K Rollovers

Call James T. Stevenson
at
Robert A. Hawkins
"He was depressed, and he
had always been depressed,"
Maruca-Kovac said. "But he
looked like he was getting better."
Hawkins had'earned a GED
after dropping out of PapillionLa Vista High School. He got a
driver's license after'moving in
with the Maruca-Kovacs and
five months ago started working
at a McDonald's restaurant near
their raised ranch-style home in
a middle-class neighborhood in
Bellevue. Maruca-Kovac said.
He was fired from that job
this week, Maruca-Kovac said.
employees
Two
the
of
McDonald's who were eating
there Wednesday said they had
been told not to talk to anyone
about Hawkins.
Hawkins was not on any
medication for mental illness.
but he had been treated in the
past for depression and attention
deficit/hyperactivity disorder.
Maruca-Kovac said.
Hawkins lived with several
friends for a couple days at a
time before landing at MarucaKovac's house last year, she
said.
"He was like a lost pound
puppy that nobody wanted," she
said. "I felt sorry for him. I let
him stay, and we tried to get him
on his feet."
Maruca-Kovac, who works at
Nebraska Medical Center. said
she was getting ready for work
Wednesday when Hawkins
phoned her at about 1 p.m..
telling her he had left a note. She
tried to get him to explain.
"He said. 'It's too late," and
hung up. she told CNN.She then
called Hawkins' mother.
In the note, which was turned
over to authorities. Hawkins
wrote that . he was "sorry for
everything" and would not be a
burden on his family anymore.
"Now I'll be famous." he
wrote.

Stevenson & Associates
1-270-484-5322
Serving Kentucky For 31 Years
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OUR READERS WRITE
To the Editor.
I have been following the editorials and also the paid
'advertisements) by some concerned citizens and even
attended the Monday night meeting advertised by the concerned citizens of west Murray. After reading and hearing
arthe concerns,' I -Would tike to respond.
I know very well that the intentions of the Murray Inde•
pendent School Board and their superintendent had nothing
hut the best interest of the system and the future of the
system in mind when they decided to sell a piece of property that has little use to the everyday education process.
The first negative comment that I have been reading
about was the process of how the land was sold. I thought
the best way to find out would be to ask those who decided to sell the property. The answer that I received was that
the Kentucky Department of Education approved the way it
was 'sold.
This is the branch of our state that governs
how our school systems should act on such matters. Who
heater to ask advice?
There are other ways that it could have been sold, such
as sealed bids, but who IS to say that if it had been sold
this way that it would not have resulted in a more
unpleasant outcome for the neighbors? I have known Greg
Williams. the developer who purchased the property; for a
long time and I know that he will do a quality development that the city and neighbors will be proud of.
There was concern from some that water runoff would
he a problem. I was on the city planning commission for
several years and know that there are numerous regulations
that developers must follow to make sure that neighbors are
not adversely affected.
Secondly. I was heanng concern about the amount of
money that was received for the property and that it was
very low for that land. I would like to give an example
of how this will probably be a very good income for the
Murray Independent School system. First of all, the school
will receive immediately 177.00() for about six acres that
needs thousands of dollars of improvement before a home
could ever start. I have seen in an article that there could
be 12-15 houses on the property. Let's say that only 10
ot those homes would have a family with small children.
Now lei's assume that each one of these 10 homes only
has one school age child, suit pretty average estimates. 7'
The amount of money that the School will evesve per
child for ADA money would be about S4A 1 per year. Ten
children times $4,000 equals S411,1100 per y4mr in revenue
for the School system. In 10 years, this would be
$400.1XX).
Now lets add the property tax, which could he around
S750 per home times 10 homes equals S7.500 per year.
It is not absolute that these numbers I have stated will
matenalize. Who could know how many children will iive
I n those homes" One thing that is absolute is that there is
no chance for this scenario if it is not developed. '
So. did the Murray Independent School Board make a
good deal or had deal? They made a GREAT deal and I .
applaud them for their vision and their commitment.
Hopefully. other land owners in the city school district Will
sec what an asset this will be and follow the actions taken
by this board and superintendent.
Sincerely'.
Jerry Duncan
Murray. Ky.
1,, the Editor.
I his Saturday night. I had the opportunity to go with
'dimly and friends to the "live Natisity scenes." I wish to
,ay congratulations to the Calloway County Methodists for a
wonderful event
But more important than the event itself, to me. was the
teamwork that took place to pull it off for a greater cause
than themselves or their home church
The Calloway Methodists and Common Ground Ministires
have been teaching Us 4 few lessons as of WC elnOln the
true church, the universal church of all true believers, and
think they are making Jesus very happy' If we would all
wink together on setting a proper example to the lost and
the issues affecting Christianity, God would surely bless us
Great work. Brothers and Sisters!
Chuck Houston
Dexter. Ky
111 RR tl
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Constituent survey results

With the General Assembly preparing
to convene itklanuary. I recently asked
my constituents to complete an issues
survey.
I want to thank
the many folks who
took time out of
busy schedules to
fill out the questionnaires. The answers
give me important
guidance as I work
to provide the best
possible representation for the people
Leeslative of the 5th House
district,
Update
The results
in.
By Rep Melvin and
I'd like to
Hanley
some of -theR-hflurray
lights with you.
Let's start with state
spending, which will be a primary
focus
sion dunng the upcoming budget sesIn a year where money is expected
to be tighter than ever, nearly half of
those surveyed - 44 percent - said cducation was their top priority for state
spending,
The next closest area was road-andbridge projects (23 percent), followed
by public health programs (17 percent).

public safety (8 percent), Medicaid (7
percent) and parks and recreation facilities (I percent).
With the election of Gov.-Elect Steve
Beshear. we expect the issue of
expanded gaming to be front-and-center
in next year's session,
One survey question asked whether
the legislature should place a constitutional amendment on the ballot to
expand legalized gaming in Kentucky.
While statewide general public opinion polls show 80+ percent support for
placing such a question on the ballot,
48 percent of local respondents in my
district (District 5) said "no." Only
forty-three percent said "yes." Our
area is known to be more conservative
than other wts of Kentucky.
The sufWiladdressed,the thorny
issue of CATS testing.
A clear majority - 56 percent - want
to see the CATS program restructured.
Only 11 percent disagreed. However, a
significant bloc - 33 percent - gave no
opinion or answer.
The numbers were similar when
folks were asked whether students' writing portfolios should be removed from
the CATS test for elementary schools,
and instead be used as a teaching and
assessment tool.
Fifty-one percent of respondents want

to downgrade the writing .portfolio.
Nineteen percent disagreed. Thirty percent gave no opinion or answer.
Two survey questions addressed the
issue of medical malpractice reform.
When asked whether insurance cornpanics should be required to report
medical malpractice rates to the state,
an overwhelming 81 percent of respondents said "yes," while only 5 percent
said "no."
Folks were also asked whether there
should be a constitutional amendment to
limit punitive damages in medical malpractice lawsuits, 72 percent supported
the idea of an amendment. Twenty-two
percent disagreed.
After this spring's contentious primary elections in both political parties,
many people began wondering if we
should eliminate the requirement for a
gubernatorial runoff when no candidate
receives at least 40 percent of the vote.-*%.
In my survey, 44 percent wanted to
get rid of the runoff. Another 33 percent said we should keep it. The rest,
a large bloc of 23 percent, had no
opinion or gave no answer.
Rep. Henley represents Kentucky's
5th House District, which is made up
of Calloway County and a portion of
Trigg County.

U.S. loses leverage over Tehran, nuke program
WASHINGTON (AP) —
U.S. leverage over Iran all
but evaporated this week,
along with some of the ,
international credibility and
goodwill the Bush administration has worked to rebuild
since the phantom weapons
debacle in Iraq.
Washington's turnabout on
whether Iran is secretly
developing a nuclear weapon
instantly took President
Bush's sticks off the table.
leaving him only the carrots
his administration once dismissed as ineffective against
an ambitious and determined
adversary
The biggest stick — a
l'.S military stnke on Iran
in the near term — is now
out of the question.
"It would he incredibly
difficult to justify to either
domestic or foreign audiences
that any such step is even
remotely necessary if there is
not an Active weapons
effort." said Paul Pillar, a
former CIA analyst who
managed the writing of previous U.S intelligence
assessments of Iran.
A military stnke was
Always far-fetched, and the
administration has been trying to apply economic and
diplomatic pressure instead.
But a new, tougher round
of United Nations sanctions
against Iran may be dead art
arnval now that a U.S. intelligence composite has concluded that Iran isn't actively
seeking to build a nuclear
weapon
The assessment Monday
amounts to a do-over of
years of U.S insistence that
Iran is driving toward a
bomb that could threaten its
Mideast neighbors, and it
increases pressure on Bush
to bargain with Iran without
preconditions
The Bush administration

campaign.
Until 2005, the Bush
administration took a dim
By ANNE GEARAN
view of European efforts to
trade economic and other
wants to hold together an
incentives for Iranian nuclear
new U.N. sanctions.
international diplomatic
concessions ...Not tough
Bush argued Tuesday that
alliance against Iran, in part
enough, U.S. officials said.
Iran remains a menace and
because the alliance has
At the time. European
the world should hedge its
proved useful in salving
diplomats whispered that
bets.
European irritation over the
Bush was waiting for them
"What's to say they
2(X)3 U.S.-led invasion of
to fail so he could put on
couldn't start another covert
Iraq and the faulty weapons
the heat for tough sanctions.
nuclear weapons program?"
intelligence that led to it.
European publics, meanwhile.
Bush said during a press
That coalition won interconference called, he said, to accused Bush of gunning for
national sanctions against
a new Mideast war.
explain the new intelligence
Iran in part because of U.S.
In a major reversal early
assessment.
insistence that the clerical
in her tenure as secretary of
Bush noted that he and
regime was hiding a bomb
Secretary of State Condoleez- state. Rice persuaded Bush
program or at least could
to back the European initiaza Rice have been working
not be trusted with sophistitive. The catch was that Iran
the phones to explain it to
cated nuclear know-how.
must agree to stop research
foreign leaders as well. Bush
New sanctions were in
and other activity to perfect
talked to Russian President
doubt even before the bombits ability to enrich uranium,
Vladimir Putin. and Rice
shell U.S. intelligence report
a condition Tehran has flatly
talked to a half-dozen diploseemed to bear out the
refused.
mats, including her Russian
qualms of holdout nations
Enriched uranium can be
and Chinese counterparts.
China and Russia, which
used for peaceful nuclear
The United States cut
were blocking further U.N.
energy or for weapons.
nearly all trade and financial
sanctions that the U.S. 'was
'The new report "doesn't
ties with Iran following the
hoping to secure within
mean you should take the
1979 Islamic revolution and
weeks.
pressure off." Rice told
the takeover of the U.S.
The current, mild internareporters en route to meetEmbassy in Tehran. Consetional sanctions have done
quently. Washington has little ings in Ethiopia. "It puts a
nothing to deter Iran from
premium on diplomatic
direct economic leverage on
nuclear activities that it
efforts."
the oil giant. The sanctions
insists are peaceful and legit- it seeks rely on cooperation
The U.S. ambassador to
imate — enriching uranium
from other countries or corUnited Nations, Zalmay
for what it says is a civilian
porations that do business
Khahlzad. said Tuesday his
energy-production program.
with Iran.
instructions from Washington
-The Bush administration
remain unchanged — to
'The assessment says Iran
has perhaps even less credicomplete work on a new
had a covert
but
bility now in Bening and
sanctions resolution.
halted it in 2 3
117blefl ore the
Moscow than Iran's clerics."
election of a hardline leader
Senate Majority Leader
said Kanm SadjadpeUr, an
Harry Reid, D-Nev., said
whose apparent zeal for a
expert on Iran at the
Bush should announce that
nuclear program and threat
Carnegie Endowment for
his Cabinet members can
to "wipe Israel from the
International Peace. "China
meet "anytime. anywhere
map" lent credence to U.S.
and Russia felt like they
with their Iranian counterwarnings about Iran.
were sacrificing their own
parts to conduct vigorous
U.S. officials played up
national interests in order to
diplomacy to advance U.S.
the report's conclusion that
please Washington. It's highinterests and address the
Iran put on the brakes in
ly doubtful they will continchallenges of Iran."
response to international
ue to do so."
pressure, even though the
China's U.N. ambassador
United States had refused for
Anne Gramm corers diplosaid the U.S. finding on Iran
years to join that pressure
macy and foreign affairs for
raises second thoughts about
The Associated Press.
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Glory Bound will be Friday
with special entertainers
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment
Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m.
In the fellowship hall of Goshen United
Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at
Stella.
Featured will be Kevin Crawford and
As One. There is no admission charge, but
Items for Need Line will be accepted.
For more information call Joe Lawrence
at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 7534124 or
Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glorybound@hotmail.com.
Burkeen
Community
Editor

By Jo

Santa to be at house

Santa will be at his house on the downtown courtsquare on Saturday from noon to
3 p.m. to visit with children for their Christmas wishes. This
is sponsored by Murray Main Street.

Lodge family night Saturday
Woodmen of the World Lodge 138 of Hazel will have its
annual Family Night Saturday at 6 p.m. at the Harmon WOW
Hall, Murray. The meal will be fully catered and Santa will
make a visit. For more information call 492-8662.

Special luncheon Saturday
The annual Widows' and Widowers' luncheon will be Saturday at 11 a.m. at the Glendale Road Church of Christ. A
time of fellowship will follow. Anyone needing transportation
is asked to call the church office at 753-3714.

Ruling Star Lodge has fundraiser
Ruling Star Lodge will be selling ribs at $13 a slab and
whole chickens a $6 as a fundraiser on Saturday from 10 a.m.
to 1 p.m. at 210 Walnut St., behind Murray Supply.

Phebian Class event Saturday
per-

th

The Phebian Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church
will have a brunch Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at The Garden Gate.
Linda Clark and her group are in charge. Martha Moore is
class teacher with Norma Walls as assistant teacher. Anna Ruth
Harris is class president.
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COMMUNITY
Darnell couple plans open house Sunday
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
STELLA, Ky. — One of
Calloway County's most unique
and extensive Christmas village collections will soon be
exhibited to the public in the
spirit of the holiday season.
Peach Orchard Road residents Prentice and Ethleen Darnell will open their home from
noon until 5 p.m. on Sunday
to allow friends, neighbors and
the public to view the one-ofa-kind collection.
Prentice Darnell said he started putting the village together in 1991 and has since been
joined in expanding the work
by his wife.
"There's nothing special
about the pieces. We bought
them at Big Lots, Wal-Mart,
Fred's and wherever we could
find them, but I think it's the
way we have put them together that makes it unique," he
said. "I don't think anyone has
put as much work into the
landscaping that we have and
that's what makes it all come
together the way it does."
The display is laid out section by section with some representing a ski village, a farm
scene, a dance hall and historic buildings, a newspaper
office complete with newsies
and readers, a special Thomas
Kincade village, a few classic
Dicken's pieces, a fishing village, a waterfall, a waterfront
with boats, a camping-woodlands scene and, of course, an

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Timed

Prentice and Ethleen Damell of Peach Orchard Road stand in the midst of their very unique
and extensive Christmas village display that has taken nearly 16 years to complete. The .
Damell's will open the exhibit for public display Sunday aftemoorerom noon to 5 p.m.
electric Christmas train run- er into one united Christmas
"We've had many people
ning among dozens of other village that can't easily be tell us that they have never •
displays.
matched anywhere.
seen anything like this," Dar-, •
The exhibit features hunSome of the unique addi- nell said. "I built this part of ,
dreds of fully-decorated homes, tions is Santa Claus visiting the house just to display the
churches, restaurants, stores, the town in a festive red and collection and nothing makes
schools, barns and other struc- white balloon instead of a us enjoy it more than showtures and even more people sleigh, a wolf howling at the ing it to everyone else."
and animals surrounded by real- moon from atop a high hill, a
There is no charge to come
istic woodlands, a pond and a white church mounted on a by and view the collection at
lake. Each of the particular snow-covered hill, horse-drawn the Darnell home located at .
scenes have been set up as a buggies and people doing every- 1014 Peach Orchard Road oft
world unto itself, but fit togeth- thing people can do.
Ky. 121 North. Public invited

'Breakfast with Santa' Saturday
te,
sponcent
there
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The Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
host "Breakfast with Santa" on Saturday from 9:30 to 11:30
a.m. at the club house. The cost is $5 per person and includes
breakfast, picture with Santa, crafts and games. For tickets,
call 752-7684 or any member of the Sigma Department.

Kirksey Relay for Life plans fundraiser
Kirksey United Methodist Church Relay for Life team will
have a rebate day all day on Sunday at Captain D's. Customers are asked to tell the cashier they are there for the team
rebate.

'Roundabout Murray' will feature three different groups
"Roundabout Murray," the
weekly 30-minute video magazine of Murray State University, brings the public \up-todate with area events '
Becky Watts, director of the
Playhouse in the Park production, "It's a Wonderful Life,"
will explain the role of each

character. Also, Ross Bolen who
plays George Bailey will be
on the show to share his feelings on the character. The production will run through Dec.
23. For more information go
www.playhouseinthepark.net/.
Kim Oatman, director for

Kappa Tour of Homes Sunday
The annual Kappa Tour of Homes by the Kappa Department of MWC will be Sunday from 1 to 4 p.m. at the homes
of Larry and Teresa Enoch, 804 Olive St., Nathan and Kendra
igdon, 103 Saratoga Dr.. Steven and Richard Reed, 311 North
th St., and Rickie and Christi Spann, 122 Saratoga Dr. Ticks are $7 in advance or $8 on the tour.

Seniors plan bowling
cup

Seniors bowl at Corvette Lanes on Wednesday and Friday.
This is not a league. but bowlers will get a discount price.
Persons may sign up at 1:30 p.m., bowl at 1 p.m. and be
home by 4 p.m. For information call Nancy Rubin at 4748366.

Last Chance!

MHS Class of 1988 plans reunion
The Murray High School class of 1988 is currently making
plans for a 20-year reunion. All class members should e-mail
their contact information to David McDowell at david.mcdowell@murray.kyschools.us or by visiting the alumni-reunion section of the Murray City Schools web page.
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Genealogical Society to meet

Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Friday at
/1 a.m. at Ryan's Family Steak House. The program will be
stones of Navy Nurses at Pearl Harbor on Dec. 7, 1941. Visitors and guests are welcome.

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program,
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastward Baptist Church.
For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Westside plans cookie exchange
Women's Ministry of Westside Baptist Church will have a
Cookie Exchange tonight at 7 in the fellowship hall. Each one
is asked to bring 3 dozen homemade cookies on a tray and a
take-home container. After a time of fellowship and sampling
cookies, each one attending will he able to select 2 dozen
cookies to take home with them. For information contact Beth
Tabers or Tammy Henderson.
Compassionate Friends plan service
Compassionate Friends will have its annual candle lighting
memorial service tonight at 7 at University Church of Christ,
corner of U.S. 641 North and Ky. 121 Bypass. Each one
should hnng a candle in a &Ada, a picture of your child and
a dish for the potluck dinner. Bread, drinks and utensils will
he furnished. Persons are asked to use the back entrance. For
more information contact Hilda Bennett at 753-6926 or 1-731498-8324 or Kerry Lambert at 762-1274.

liristmas
Special
1-8x10 a 2-5x1's
a session S49
plus gift cards frames
a lots more!

Photo provided

Published is a picture of a scene from the play, "It's a
Wonderful Life" at the Playhouse in the Park.

Murray rainfall for the year
7.77 inches below average
Murray's rainfall for the first
11 months of 2007 is 7.77
inches below the yearly average of 48.36 inches, according to John Ed Scott, local
official government weather
observer. The average for this
year is 40.59 inches.
Rainfall for the month of

Shriners sponsor Bingo
Murray Shriners sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6:30
p.m. at the Shrine Club facility. Ky. 121 North. Murray. Pro- November listed was .14 on
ceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities. Nov. 5, .02 on Nov. 11, 1.29
on Nov. 13, .26 on Nov. 14,
Kiwanis holding Christmas tree sale
.08 on Nov. 19, 1.48 on Nov.
The Kiwanis Club of Murray is presently selling Christmas 21, .27 on Nov. 25 and .38
trees which are Scotch pines from northern Indiana at the lot
on North 12th Street between Arby's and Boone's. The lot is
open from noon to 6 p.m. during the week and until 6 p.m.
Our Registered
on Friday and Saturday. The money raised from this project
helps the children in the community.

Our Lab has extended
our session dates to Dec. 13th!

•

Tryouts for team on Sunday
Kenlake volleyball team tryouts will be Sunday at Murray
State University Carr Health building. Girls' team, ages U12U17. is open to the entire region. Prospective players must
send e-mail to jfletcher@newwavecomm.net for information
package. Additional information can be found at www.k-vc.com

facilities management design who were involved in this proand construction at Murray gram.
State, will also appear on the
"Roundabout Murray" airs
show to share the plans for a Tuesdays and Fridays at 6 p.m.
new Richmond College. The on MSU TV-IL on WPSD
college will have features much News Channel 6 Sunday at
like the new Clark College but midnight; Murray Electric Syswith its own personality. Oat- tem (Channel 15) Wednesday
man will show the floor plans 6 p.m.: New Wave in Murray
and the design of the build- (Channel 19) Sunday at 8 a.m.,
ing.
and 12 noon. in HopecineYikis.-1
Ashley Evans, Murray State (Channel -1tR; Wednesday and
volunteer for Murray Main Friday at 6 p.m., on Media-...
Street Youth Center, will share corn serving the cities of Murthe programp designed to help ray, Mayfield, Benton and
youth in the community. One Calvert City and the counties
such program is the after school of Calloway. Graves and Marprogram that helps children shall on Wednesdays at 5 p.m. •
develop stronger reading skills.
Also watch on the web at .
Evans will tell about the awards www.myspace.com/round- that were handed out to youth aboutmurray.

on Nov. 26. Frost was reported on Nov. 2 and thunder on
Nov. 14 and 21.
The high temperature for
the month was 71 degrees May
5, 13 and 20 and the low temperature for the month was 38
degrees on Nov. 24 and 27.
Average temperatures for
month were a high of 59 degrees
and a low of 38 for the month.
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Photos provided

left photo, under the direction of
HOLIDAY MUSIC: The Calloway County High School Choir,
from the Music Department
photo,
right
Chorus,
Club
s
Marti Dycus and the Murray Woman'
selection of Chnstmas carols and songs•al
under the direction of Kathy Mowery performed a
past Sunday. The public is invited to conthis
the Murray Woman's Club Holiday Open House
Woman's Club at two upcoming
Murray
the
with
season
tinue celebrating the holiday

30 a.m. at the Clubhouse on 704
events. Breakfast with Santa will be Saturday from 9:30-11:
of Homes will take place Sunday
Tour
Holiday
Vine Street (tickets are $5 at the door). Kappa's
Homes featured on the tour are
tour.)
the
on
$8
or
advance
in
from 1-4 p.m. (Tickets are $7
(103 Saratoga Dr.), and Spanns'
the Enochs'(804 Olive St.), Reeds'(311 N. 5 St.), Higdons'
(122 Saratoga Dr.).
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Murray Civic Music Association bringing The Lettermen to Mur

For information about The Two local performances includthe Louisville
be "Daddy's Girl' and "A Little cess. According to
The beautiful voices of'The terrnen group, they will
Lettermen in concert Decem- ing John McEuen February 1
Boy's Prayer." January 2007 Currier Journal, the lead singer
Lettermen" are coming to Mur- singing good. quality. and poscall 753-5650 or 753- and Pianist Orion Weiss March
an outstanding new Tony Butala has said "After ber 18
ray!' On Dec. IX. the group itive harmony music that the brought
can be purchased
Tickets
8207.
at
there
out
we're
10 complete the 2(8)7 - 2008
Live in Concert DC release of every show
will entertain the audience with whole family can enjoy.
through Ticket
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n
Letterme
season. MCMA membership
their outstanding Christmas
In December of 2003 the "The
Master (ticketmastercom or Iuntil
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autograp
signing
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pines."
concen.
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holders can also attend recipgroup developed a brand new
person is satisfied. I 270-809-4895).
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performances in DyersChnstmas album entitled "The
Memberships in MCMA will rocal
don't care it it's and audience
Lovett auditorium.on the Murgroup's
the
for
reason
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of
Time
l
Most Wonderfu
also be on sale at the door. burg and Union City.
ray State University campus
of 10,000 or 5(10."
featuring the songs remarkable and enduring sucThe Murray_ Civic Music_ Asso- Year"
ciation is bringing The Lettermen to Murray.
When you remember the
music of the early -1960s you
probably recall the musical
group The Lettermen. The
melodic voices of this trio first
(;“ to an Fleming Furniture location and vote
became known with their 1961
For your favorite Christmas tree with a canned
hit "The Way You Look
good item. One canned good equals one vote.
All donations will be distributed to needy
Tonight" Following that hit
14.111ilICS this holiday season through the
was another song "When I Fall
following organizations:
in Love" which reached the
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albums and perform hundred
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of concerts around the world
The trio has had 32 consecu
tive Billboard Magazine chart
albums. II gold records. five
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were inducted into the Vocal
Mt(htng .S1(•ragi
Group Hall of Fame in 2001.
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An unbroken string of musia
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cal hits continues to amass 47
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KHSAA STATE FOOTBALL FINALS

COLONELS59

58 RACERS

Thorny
ROSE'S 3-POIN'TER STICKS IT TO RACERS mil. AGAIN
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
Tony Easley has found himself in his own version of
Groundhog Day.
Whether its Dec. 7, 2006 or
Feb. 8, 2007 or Dec. 4, 2007,
they all seem the same for the
big man from Auburn, Ala.
Although Easley is not alone.
He's joined by 13 other players,
five
coaches
and
after
Wednesday night, about 2,700plus fans.
Try as it might, Murray State
just cannot shake Eastern
Kentucky and their ability to
pull magic out of their hat.
Mike Rose drilled a 3-pointer
with 3.9 seconds to go to give
the Colonels a 59-58 comefrom-behind victory in front of
2,779 at the Regional Special
Events Center on the Murray
State campus in the Ohio Valley
onference openez_for_ both
thools.
: This wasn't Rose's first time
to grace the Racer faithful with
tis presence.
: Last December in Richmond,
tie 6-foot-4, 195-pound junior
gjuard nailed a triple at the
tiazer, forcing overtime where
:

Hash is one
of many new
faces at finals
NEW TEAMS HIGHLIGHT
EXPANDED STATE CHAMPIONSHIPS,
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
school football When the Kentucky High
cluotplusldpo at a &we -School Athletic Association Whet: Kentucky High Scheel Altslella
expanded from four to six Association State HO Sc000rftelbei
Championships
classes in football this fall, it Where: Cardinal Stadium. Louisville
gave four more schools a Al times CST
Friday, Dec. 7
chance to play in a state chamClass IA
pionship game.
Beachwood (12-2) vs Lexington
That's why this year's state Chnstian (11-3), 10:30 am
Chess 3A
championships at Cardinal
Central (9-5) vs Belfry(14-0). 210
Stadium will have special pm
Class 5A
meaning to three schools: Lone
Bowling Green (13-11 vs Hoghiands
Oak, Louisville Central and (14-0),
630 pm
Lexington Christian.
Saturday, Dec. 8
Class 2A
Each is making its first
Fon Campbell(12-2) vs. Neonatal
**Once is? thr '0Ukte ifings eamai
Cabala 110-11. 10,30 am
and ,eadi comes equiptJed with
Class 4A
Lone Celt (14-0) vs Lexington Catholic
its own story line.
(12-2). 2:30 p.m.
Unbeaten Lone Oak (14-0)
Class 6A
has record-setting quarterback Louithille-Ttinily (12-2) vs Louisville-St
Xavier
(14-0). 630 P.m.
Corey Robinson, Central (9-5)
is the alma meter of
Muhammad Ali but has never
had a title shot and Lexington Christian (11-3)seeks a state championship in just its seventh season of varsity football.
"It feels awesome," Lexington Christian coach Paul Rains.
said. "We have come so far in such a short time, our players and
football family are very excited and anxious to represent our .
school on such a big stage."
Rains' fifth-ranked Eagles will take the stage first when they.,
meet nine-time state champion and No. 2 Beechwood (12-2) in•
the IA final Friday morning.
"It will be a physical game," Rains said."Beechwood definite-'
ly has the experience and size advantage, but our guys have been
beating the odds during the playoffs, and we have played soine,'
4
very tough opponents in the regular season to ready ourselveg fer.
•See LONE OAK,28

•See RACERS,28
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COLLEGE FOOTBALL
MICHAEL DANN I Ledger & Tomes

11-2.779
Greg Flennegvhs Best Smell Rick

Racer guard Kevin Thomas runs into a block by Eastern Kentucky's Josh Taylor in the first half
Wednesday night at the Regional Special Events Center. Thomas had seven points in the Ohio
Valley Conference season opener for each school.

1 Fields remembers
'long-armed lanky kid
from Parama, Mo.'
MHS BOYS' BASKETBALL COACH
$ STILL MENTOR TO EKU's ROSE
Ely MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
: Pardon the cliche, but if David Fields ever has a boy, he wants him
be just like Mike.
,
4 No. not Michael Jordan. whose coined phrased was made popular
* Nike commercials, but one Mike Rose.
$ Yes, the Eastern Kentucky Mike Rose.
And it's not just from watching him drive a proverbial stake in the heart of his beloved Racers with a 3pointer with 3.9 seconds left Wednesday night to give
Eastern Kentucky the come-from-behind win.
No. Fields has been watching Rose blossom long
before he was even considering being a Colonel.
Fields. the Murray High School boys' basketball
coach, has a deep-rooted connection with Rose that
, Raids
dates back to when the 6-foot-4, 195-pound junior was
'tong-arrned lanky kid front Parama, Missoun."
I "My first year at New Madrid County Central, I was JV and freshcoach,' Fields said. 'Mike started on both of those teams. In my
ond year
ye there, he was a starter for me as a sophomore. My first
recollection was that he was a hard worker and had tremendous hands.
ike was about 6-foot at the time, and in one year grew to about 6ftoo4-3. He had the skills of a point guard but could shoot it as a two-

II
t
.
•

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times

Lone Oak's Travis Hickman (24), Corey Hobbs (1) and
record-breaking quarterback Corey Robinson (5) celebrate:
their district championship victory over Calloway County on
Nov. 16. The Purple Flash will battle Lexington Cathohc in
the KHSAA Class 4A State Championship at Papa John's,
Cardinal Stadium Saturday.

IN See ROSE, 28

Heisman race
finally crystallizes
TEBOW, MCFADDEN, BRENNAN
& DANIEL ARE FINALISTS
NEW YORK (AP) — A Heisman Trophy race that once.
seemed so muddled has been dwindled to four contenders and
even has a favorite.
Florida quarterback Tim Tebow, trying to become the first
sophomore to win the Heisman Trophy, has emerged as a frontrunner among the finalists who will be in New York on Saturday,
night vying for the award given to the top player in college foot,
ball.
Arkansas running back Damn McFadden, the runner-up for
last year's Heisman, Missouri quarterback Chase Daniel and'
Hawaii quarterback Colt Brennan were the other finalists selected Wednesday.
"I think it's a good race," Brennan said at a news conference'
in Honolulu. "I think anybody can win it."
The Heisman race took a while to develop this season and,
seemed wide open until the last month when Tebow, McFadden
and Daniel emerged as front-runners.
Since the first Heisman was given to Chicago's Jay
Berwanger in 1935, all 70 players who have won college foot-:
ball's most prestigious award have been juniorsor seniors.
Tebow has a good shot to break that trend. After helping
Gators win a national championship last season as a freshman,:
235-pound dual-threat quarterback ran for 838 yards and a:
Southeastern Conference-record 22 touchdowns in his first yeari
as a starter.
•
He's also the nation's second-leading passer, having complet-•
ed 68 percent of his throws for 3,132 yards, with 29 touchdowns.,
and six interceptions.
•
Tebow's already pulled off one college football first, hecom-;
mg the first major college player to run for 20 touchdowns and;
throw 20 TD passes in the same season.
One thing Tebow has never done is visit New York. He plans
to have his parents and some of his siblings along for the trip

the.
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From Page 16
this type of game.In Class 2A, top-ranked
Newport Central Catholic,
which won Class A in 2005 and
'06. goes for its third straight
state title against fifth-ranked
Fort Campbell. which has won
12 in a row. Newport Central
Catholic( 13-1) has five shutouts
this season and only allows 9.4
points per game, while Fort
Campbell (12-2) averages 39.8
points and 2533 rushing _yards
per game.
Seventh-ranked Central (9-5),
which played a difficult regularseason schedule, takes on topranked and unbeaten Belfry (14(0 in the Class 3A final. Central
is led by quarterback Leland
Banks (1,7(14 yards. 16 TDs),
while Belfry has a double-barreled ground attack of Dusti
May (1,634 yards, 26 TDs) d
Ivan Lee (1.287 yards, 16 I ).
In Class 4A. third-r ked
Lone Oak (14-0) meets
endranked Lexington Cat
c (122), which won its only state title
in 2005. Lone Oak h a prolific
offense, reaching
50-point
mark ((times lei by Robinson.
who has thrown or 5.631 yards
and a nationa record 90 touchdowns pa s this season
(against on four interceptions).
Both t
blew away the previous state -tads.
His top target, junior
Jamane e Brown, has tied the
state r ord for receptions (96)
and is
away from the singlesea
D mark (28). Lone Oak
is C ched by Jack Haskins.
who
Heath team lost to
I.ud w 7-6 in the 1975 Class A
+tat final

From Page 16
the Colonels came away victorious.
Turn the clock to February,
back at the RSEC and Rose hit
Call me today for a FREE quote.
four straight free throws to give
978.0355 • 1702 HWY 121 N. BYPASS• MURRAY,KY
EKU a 64-62 win.
On a night where Rose made
kf81.11.1rrat Con'
•-mott• •tuort_ol•aondar • kytbot•
the only trey he took, last year's
leading scorer leaves the RSEC
NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
with confidence in his stroke, no
National Football League Standings
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
matter his percentages. Coming
All Times CST
East
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
into the game. Rose was 3-of-17
WI. I Pct
East
11
1 0 .017
from behind the arc ((7.6 perW
I. T Pet
N Y Gina
IS 4 0 687
cent) over the last four games.
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)2 0 0 1 000
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Bake°
6 6 0 500
Philadelphia
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N Y Jets
3 9 0 250
South
after Murray State took a 25-24
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South
Tampa Bey
8 4 0 867
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Cocaina
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10 2 0 1533
Plaw Orleans
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with 10:' and didn't lead in
Jacksonville
8 4 0 667
Aiwa*
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TenneiLsee
the cond stanza until Rose's
7 5 0 583
North
Houston
5
7 0 417
t. T Pct
W
e-winner.
North
Green Bay
10 2 0 83,3
The whole night I had been
1.
Debra?
Pet
6 6 0 500
Pittsburg',
cold, but as a shooter, you have
9 3 0 750
Minnesota
6 6 0 500
Lievetand
7 5 0 583
Chicago
7 0 417
5
to keep shooting," said Rose,
Cocannall
4
0 333
West
who finished with seven points.
Bans/nom
4 8 0 333
W L T Pet
W•St
When Adam (Leonard) drove
Seattle
8 4 0 667
W L
Pct
Arizona
6 6 0 500
and I was left that open. I just
San Diego
7 5 0 583
San Francisco
3 9 0 250
had confidence in my shot still."
Denver
5 7 0 417
St Louis
3 9 0 250
Kansa* City
4 8 0 333
The play occurred with
Oakland
4 8 0 333
a-clinched playoff spot
Murray State leading 58-56 after
y-chncned dtviston
EKU's Darnell Dialls had sunk a
Tontght
Chicago at Washington 7 15 pm
pair of free throws and 42.1 secThursday, Dec. 13
Sunday's Games
Denver at Houston 7 15 p m
onds remained on the clock.
I al% ,it Detroit Noon
Saturday, Der. IS
Murray State did what they
1.1*ttl, at RuAato Noon
Cincinnati at San Francisco 7 15 pm
San Diego al Tennessee Noon
could to run the clock down,
Sunday. Dec. 18
Oakland
Careen
sU
mnaa
Bay. Noon
Battimore at Salami. Noon
looking for a last shot, despite a
Tamps
a Howson Noon
Arizona at New Orleans Noon
Si Louie
six-second differential in the
. Noon
Gieen Bay a st Louis Noon
NY Gents at Philadelphia Noon
NY Jets el Nes England Noon
shot and game clock.
Caroler at Jeclusonvie Noon
Bulkdo at CANeMild. Noon
Tyler Holloway took a wide
Anions M Sealle. 305 p m
Seattle at Carolina. Noon
()pea, but off-balance 3-pointer
Nlinnosole at San FranCtsCo. 305 p m
Tennessee at Kansas City Noon
Cleveland al N Y Jets. 315pm
Jacksonville at Patsburgh. Noon
that missed and Leonard
Kansas City al Denver. 3 15 p m
Mania at Tampa Bay Noon
grabbed
the rebound, raced the
Pittsburgh st New England. 3 15 p rn
Indianapolis at Oakland 305 p m
r-icluinapolis at Baltimore 7 15 pm
length of the court and drove
Philadelphia at Dallas. 3 15 p m
Mondays °arra
Detroit at San Diego. 3 15 p m
MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times
into the lane before dishing out
New °dear% at Atlanta 7 30 p m
Washington at N Y Giants 7 t5 p M
Murray State's Bruce Carter (1) attempts to block this shot by
to
an
open
Rose
on
the
top
left
Monday, Doc. 17
EKU's Jamal Douglas in the first half Wednesday. Carter led
of the arc.
Chicago at Minnesota 730 pm
Rose's shot swished the net the Racers with 17 points.
TODAY'S LINEUP SPONSORED Uri
and silenced the crowd, despite head coach Billy Kennedy,
and It can't stick long." he said.
a last-second effort again by Danero Thomas was whistled
ill
Lindy Suite,
"Obviously, I'm disappointed
Holloway that drew the back of for a holding call,
even though that we lost. We didn't finish the
_
the iron.
10 ca
he grabbed a loose ball rebound game off on the defensive end at
yOulWa0.6.1CPCIP
"It looker-MT-ex= same -and-was. dribbling upeotin.
Isl.'s'
the end. 1 take full responsibility
way each time. Same guy, same
508 MOIII St • 75)5141
Kennedy simply said from for that. I have to get our guys
shot.
It
just
replays
in
my
mind,"
the technical foul on. his team tougher down the stretch on
Statf Report
TV, radio
Kenlake Volleyball Club will host tryouts for the 2008 season on Easley said. This has to stay in didn't get a break.
both ends of the court."
TODAY
"We're an inexperienced
Ikc. 9, 2007. at the Murray State University Can Health Building. our mind for the entire season. I
MEN S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
know
some
guys
back
in the team and I thought it showed
6 p.m.
KVC' will form girls' teams in ages U12 through 1117 with mulSeN2 — South Groans vs
tiple teams in each age group. Tryouts are open to the entire region. locker room are sick right now. down the stretch. We're just not
Providence. at Phiadelphie
8:30 p.m.
tryouts for U12 through U14 age groups will begin at 6 p.m. A par- Even for the new guys, it's the mature enough or tough enough
MEN'S
ESPN
LSU Valanova
ent
information meeting will be held at the beginning of each tryout same feeling all across the room. to overcome adversity right
NIA DASKETSALL
I know I don't want to feel this now. Granted the technical
ST1111.11112
7:15 p.m
session to answer questions about club volleyball.
foul
1N1 - Dermot at Dallas
way again and neither do they.
School
OVC(Omni)
was
unbelievab
Prospectiv
le.
We
e
players
had
planning
a
to
try
out
must send an e-mail to
830 p.m
Easley had reason to be ill. jump ball situation right
TNT - - Miens Pattlend
ttletchertgnewwavecomm.net and an informational package will be
in front Austin Peay
1-0 (3-4)
forwarded to you with lestnactietis for registration, player informa- The 6-foot-9, 200-pound sypho- of our bench. The referee is right Eastern Kentucky 1-0 (4-4)
ning*
center
was
whistled
for
a
in front of me watching it. we SE Missouri State 0-0 (4-4)
tion sheet, parent information flier, medical release form, age defit.1I
Chicago al Washington
PREP SASKETBALL
nitions. membership agreement and directions to the Can Health technical after grabbing the rim got the hall, he doesn't call it. Tennessee-Martin 0-0 (4-4)
with his left hand and slamming We have to
prri.
Building at Murray State University. Additional information can he
overcome that stuff. Morehead State
0-0 (2-4)
SPN2 Campbell HO Carl at Si
home a dunk with Ms right hand it happens
F Owed /Oho,
found at vi
in the course of a Samford
0-0 (2-4)
e
around the 4:20 mark.
game."
Tennessee State 0-0 (2-4)
From there, things went
I
To Eastern Kentucky's credit, Jacksonville State 0-0 (2-5)
south in a hurry for Murray State however, after
Dialls' dunk. the Eastern Illinois
0-0 (1-6)
I Zni %unload
as they watched a 10-point lead Colonels
made five of their last Murray State
0-1
(3-3)
whittle away quickly in the seven field
goals. while MSU Tennessee Tech
0-1 (2-6)
midst of some non-favorable scored just
six points off free
wesneinry. Dec. 5
Union, Km-lucky 59 Money State 58
throw attempts.
stormay. Dec. 3
Following Easley's T. Dialls
Easley added he hopes this Indiana 64 Termeisee State
72
returned the favor with a dunk of game sticks
lentos
in his mind and the Jacksonvise
State at Sarntoni
630
his own, hanging on the rim for collective minds
of the team for Morehead Sehe at Ausbn Posy - 7 30 Pp is
m
a_ few seconds without a refer- a long time. Kennedy
Tommie Tech at Eastern llama
15 pm
was TenneMee StMe at SE Miaow State 7730
Thin-scow December 6
prn
eeii-whistle. that cut the Racer singing a different
tune as the
Salurhey. Dee. a
Game
5:30 PM
Marshall County (KY)
Muhlenburg North (KY) Girls
lead down to seven points.
women Itensucie at Eastern Kentucky 8pm
Racers
prepare
to
Game 02
host Jacistarelia
7:00 PM
Marshall County (KY)
Muhienburg North (ICY)
Bow
•TartneweeMenin 6Dm
An apparent jump ball call Morehead State
Await Port al Emirates
Game *3
Saturday.
8:30 PM
7pm
Shelbyville (TN)
Carbondale (IL)
was missed in front of the MSU
Teatime* awe at Eastern tennis 7 IS ,
"We
have
Game 04
a
lot
of
games
10:00 PM
left. Tensaw,Tech at $E hieeOun State 7 30 1p m
Lexington Christian (KY)
Shelbyville(TN) r;frris
bench, according to second-year
mashie'SIM,at Missy Bala
730pm
Game OS
5:30 PM
Marshall County (KY)
Massac County (IL)
Game 0/6
7:00 PM
Graves County (KY)
Vienna (IL)
Game 07
8:30 PM
Paducah Tilghman (KY)
Briarcrest(TN)
Game 08
From Page 1B
1000 PM
DeMatha (MD)
Jackson Provine(MS)
When asked, Rose quickly agreed with Fields'
I Mc
Sestit,
assessment.
Game *9
9:00 AM
Paducah Tilghman (KY)
"I was! I was real skinny. Going to college,
Obion Co. Central(TN) citris
Gam* 1/10
10:30 AM
you put on some weight though."
Calloway County (KY)
Milan(TN) Girls
Game 011
12:00 PM
In his days at New Madrid and despite his
Massac County (IL)
Jefferson City(MO)
Game 012
1:30 PM
University Heights(KY)
physique. Rose had no problems holding his own
Lafayette(MO)
against Poplar Bluff's Tyler Hansbrough, now at
Game 013
3:30 PM
North Carolina. and a recent attendee of the
Marshall County(KY)
Rose Hill Christian (KY)
Game 014
5:00 PM
Memphis White Station (TN) Pinckneyville (IL)
RSEC. Arkansas State's Ashton Farmer, who
Game 015
6:30 PM
Oak Hill Academy (VA) Chicago Hales Franciscan (IL)
played high school ball in Charleston. Mo.
Game 1118
8:00 PM
Scott County(KY)
Two years later. Fields' coaching stint ended at
Chicago Whitney Young (IL)
Gam* *17
9:30 PM
Lexington Catholic(KY)
New Madrid and Rose decided to transfer to
Chicago Simeon (IL)
Gam* 1.1111
11:00 PM
Naperville. Ill_ living with his aunt. Rose played
Findlay (NV) Wheeler(GA)
MICHAEL OANN Ledger & Times
high school ball for Neuqua Valley where, in his
senior year, he led Neuqua to a 24-4 record and David Fields once coached Eastern
was a unanimous selection to the Upsate Eight Kent,cky's Mike Rose when Rose was a high
All-Conference team and received the Illinois schooler at New Madrid, MO.
Basketball Coaches AsSociation third team all - defense
doesn't get that much recognition. In
state accolades.
Double Header between Rivals Marshall CO & Graves Co.
order to be great at man defense, you have to
Despite Fields not coaching at New Madrid work on it and
totally commit to it and that does
and Rose moving on to the Chicago-area. the two not seem to
girls
be Coach Neubauers' style.'
never parted ways.
Rose said Fields played a mentor role for him
boys
Fields recalls when Rose came back to New in the early
years. Rose's father, at the time, lived
Madrid in his senior season and showed off a in Chicago.
Rose added that if Fields did anyscrapbook to Fields of his accomplishments in the thing, he
helped him keep his head on straight.
at ream in High School Basketball
II2 Team in High School Basketball
Windy City.
"He kept me going." Rose recalled. "I was a
The scrapbook was enough for Fields to start shy guy. so as a
coach he would try to toughen me
working the phones.
up, make me play my game when situations came
I remember he was a top recruit for Martin. down to it.
He always wanted to make sure my
General Admission
He was offered, but declined. Now, Travis Ford grades were
in check first. He'll ask how I'm playLower - *15.00 Upper - 810.00
was recruiting him at Eastern, but left to go to ing, how
things are working out for me. Just makUMass. In the meantime. I tried to get Murray ing
sure my head is on straight so I stay focused
$4114114041114fil
State to look at him. but they were already full on the
task at hand."
according
to
coach
(Mick)
Cronin. It was when
Marshall County High School
Despite his accomplishments during his first
EKU got Jeff Neubauer that they got Rose."
two years at EKU. notably, leading the team to its
Attention: Steve Woodward
Fields. originally from Mayfield. grew up root- OVC title
last year and the 13.1 points per game
ing for Murray State, so of course he would have he
418 High School Road - Benton, KY 420251
averages this year. those aren't the qualities
liked to have seen one of los own* wear the Blue about
Rose that impress Fields the most.
Make checks payable to: MCHS A
and Gold But despite offers from Washington
'Mike is just a great person. He is compassionState. Eastern Illinois. Loyola-Chicago and ate, loyal,
honest, and trustworthy. You will never
Bradley. Fields believes that EKU is the right fit have to wonder
what Mike is doing because he is
for Rose.
a great individual. It's people like Mike Rose that
0
'He is a very good shooter I always wanted ought to he
getting media attention for being good
Mike to he more aggressive on the offensive end citizens, instead
of talking about all the D-I crimbecause
he
is
a
player
that
is
II
a 'scorer'. He always inals that we see on the news
every day. I can tell
finds a way. However, I am most impressed with you this, every time
I think of him I smile! I am
his detente. Eastern does not play as much man- more proud
of him than anyone will ever know.•
to-man as most college teams. so I think his
SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXANDER

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?

Kenlake vol i eyball
tryouts held this weekend

14641111,44.

Marshall County High School
Draffenville, KY
December 6, 7 & 8, 2007

•Rose

ES-Pri SHOWCASE GAMES
December 13th, 2007

4:30 PM Waves County(KY) Marshal County(KY)
6:00 PM Graves County(KY) Marshall County(KY)
8:00 PM Oak Mil Academy (VA) vs St. Benedict:(NJ)
Tickets Available NOW!

FOrimorajinformation call.
(270),527LEVA41, ory(270)554-461
www.marshall.k12,ky,us/mchsisp•
rex.}U311i'ifli

VET YOUR TICKETS NOW!!!!

1

C?,
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CLASSIFIEDS
INDEX
ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check
Me first insertion of their ads fd any
error Murray Ledger & Times vM be
response for only one incorrect
inserbon Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can
be made
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025
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040
060
060
070
000
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110
120
130
140
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160
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Word To Suy
Magda For Sale
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340
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES _AO%

Fenn Equipment
Hefty Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Humid
NOY Home Lots For SM.
Noddle Howe For Sale
400666 He Fat Rent
Monde Home Lots For Rent
Ilusinsea Rentals
Apartments For Rota
Rooms For Rant
Houses Fos lient
Storage Resesls
Cornmercla Property
Pets & Supplies
livestock & Supplies
Public Sere
Land For #040 0! Lease

430
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440
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Lake Property
Lois For Sale
Late For Rent
Fenno For Saki
Amnia
Homes For Sale
licearcyries & ATV's
Aulo Parts
Sport Unity Vehicles
Wed Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boots 6 Simon
Service* Ortega
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies
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Seel Sava
Tuesday
Wednesday
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$8.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.;
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday(Shopping Guide)
$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.12 per word per day.
35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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I/pi It

SATURDAY,
DECEMBER 8TH
7 A.M.
Crafts, Bake Sale, Yard Sale

0

060
Help NEW

NOW HIRING
YELLOW
Page
Advertising
Sales.
Are you a hard worker?
Do you feeling you
should be earning
more' Join our professional sales team.
Established local company. Excellent earnings package with benefits. No weekends
hours. Call: 270-4154405 ext. 234.

Baked items will include
Gluten-free Cake, Brownies, Cookies

CALVARY TEMPLE

oI

\ I.)
I

•

I )i

•

\

641 South • Murray

Larry &
Teresa
Enoch
& Times
hot by

We wish to
welcome you to
our home on
Dec. 9th during
the Kappa Tour
of Homes.

er led

e said.
pointed
nish the
e end at
nsibility
ur guys
tch on

(Ow*
(3-4)
(4-4)
(4-4)
(4-4)
(2-4)
(2-4)
(2-4)
(2-5)
(1-6)
(3-3)
(2-6)
56

6 30 pm
7 30 p m
7 15 p.m
Se 7 30 15
miry 6 p m
6pm
7p m
7 15 p m
7 30 pm
7 30pm

Ignition. In
ou have to
d that does
C..
role for him
time, lived
ds did anystraight.
. "I was a
toughen me
ations came
ke sure my
w I'm play• lust makstay focused
ring his first
team to its
nts per game
the qualities
Oct.
compassion043 will never
because he is
ike Rose that
or being good
the D-I crimday. I can tell
I smile! 1 am
I ever know.*

And
/Els

Merry Christmas!
PICTURE BY ALYSON ENOCH

WE

Leaf
Notice
CALLO WAY County
Fire. Rescue
Incorporated
has
opened bids for construction of a new 3
bay steel fire station to
be located at 384
Cypregs Trail, New
Concord. Bid specifications can be obtained
at 101 East Sycamore,
Murray, or by calling
(270)753-4112. Bids
must be received by
close of business
(1700
hours)
on
Monday. December 31.
2007, for consideration.
020
Nebo
ATTITUDES
Carol ZeissNai
Technician
Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 10AM-6PM,
Sat. 10AM-3PM.
Across from Baldy's
759-1100

BROW
Murray High
Booster Club
At Knights of Columbus.
Squire Rd
6PM on the
1st Sat of the month

& Tones
Eastern
as a high

•\11:-•

Apply In person Or
1113 Chatstnut St.,
Murray or MS Paris
Rd., Mayfield

010

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibrlity whatsoever for their
activrties,
050

Last and Found
FOUND: Female
WOW, Jon"
Sparkman Rd
TarVvehite with tour
white feet. Lime green
collar. 753-4896.
LOST: Beagle Hound
in Dexter Bottom. 7537409. 753-8367,
731-220-0099
14sai Wilinted
ACCOUNTANT
Established Murray
CPA firm looking for a
F/T CPA or CPA candidate. Fax resume to
(270)753-1732
EXPERIENCED Sales
needed.
Reps
Phone
Hometown
Book is expanding
again. $20,800 bass
salary plus commisalone = $40,0011. earnings let year. AM leads
furnished. Full benefit
picker) Cell: 270415-4405 ext. 234.

060
Help Warasd
AFTER Hours Cal
Center is now hinrig for
PART-TIME Patient
Care Coordinators.
PCCs are responsible
for processing incoming calls from patients
and locations during
non-business hours.
Experience in medical
field and administrative
record management
preferred, bpi not
required. Strong customer service background preferred. Part
time hours of 20 to 30
hours per week will be
scheduled
during
evenings, nights and
weekends.
Please
deliver or mail your
resume to 120 Max
Hurt Drive Murray, KY
Or
email
to
elizabeth.cain IN rotech.
corn. We are an Equal
Opportunity Employer.
BP Truck stop is
accepting applications
for Customer Service
Representatives. We
are in need of sales
motivated, take charge
individuals to join our
team. If you are a
team player. honest &
reliable, we are looking for you. Please
apply in person at BP
Truck stop, 2185 US
Hwy 641 North,
Murray, KY
CLAYTON Homes of
Camden seeks qualified and motivated individual for retail sales.
$60k+ potential income
possible. Great benefits. Sales experience
required.
731-584-9429.
DEPENDABLE
Conwnitbed Help
Wanted:
Local social service
agency needs caring,
hard working individuals tor direct care
work. No experience
required, training is
provided. This is
rewarding work. Get
paid for activities such
as shopping, recreation, sports, arts,
crafts, counseling.
Career oriented persons will appreciate
this opportunity as
there is room for
advancement with
both position and pay,
Starting pay from
56.00-S8.00 per hour
Regular pay from
$7.00-$12.00 per hour,
with salaried options
as well. Flexible
scheduling Including
evenings, nights and
weekends. Call 270767-154.3 Monday
through Friday 9arn4o
-3pm or slop by 404
North 4th Street,
Suite-C. MurreY, KY

\1111 0111•.V.
14117
Street
/0-9
Sot
761-7653

CLEANING houses 20
years experience
270-759-9553
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129
I clean homes and
businesses.
phone
1(616)835-8647

Full-time/part-time RN or LPN for busy
medical practice. Must be licensed in
the State of Kentucky. Will need good
phone, organizational, and people skills.
Rusin/as
Must be willing to work a flexible '
Opportunity
schedule. Please send resume and cover
letter to:
FOR Sale, wooden
telephone poles &
P.O. Box 1040-P • Murray, KY 42071
fence post. Creosote
treated. Will deliver.
060
060
731-782-6180
Help elsaid
Bea Wanted
Computers

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage

as

rnurrayledgetcorn.
you will be redirected
to jobrietworic.corn.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
• the Murray area
yob listings. Thank you.

00 you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be just the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available
Apply al
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
EXPANDING occupational health clinic
seeks PT PA Of NP.
Please send resume to
P.O. Box 1055, Calvert
City, KY 42029.
FARMER'S Choice
FeedmIll.
Send
resume to 127 Beach
Rd, Kirksey, KY 42054
or come by office.
GROUNDSKEEPER
at Murray State
University. Full-time,
benefits. High school
graduate: one year
experience operating
tractors, construction
equipment, trucks.
Valid driver's license
(must obtain COL,
Class B). Pre-employment drug screening.
Salary S7.52. Apply
at: Murray Career
Center (Department of
Employment
Services), 208 South
51/1 Street, Murray. KY
42071.

WomerVniinortties
encouraged to apply.
EEO, 1.1/F/ID, AA
employer.

MARKETING
Pleasant voices needed for easy phone
work. No selling.
Immediate full time
positions. Work
Monday-Friday. $7$16 per-hour. Paid
weekly. Call 759-4958
NEED HOLIDAY
CASH
$9hr after paid training
+Benefits Part/Full
time -flexible schedule7-days a week
1-888-974-JOBS
T079110507

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140
Want lo Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
BUYING old US Coin
collections. Paying
Blue Book value.
293-6999

NOW hiring
Bookkeeper:
Experience Quick
Books, payroll & bank
recs.
Recruiter: Experience
Microsoft software &
minimum 2 years
human resources. 3035 hours 436-2798

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12M,
Murray.

NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shtfts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-ln, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.

hey tub, raet,

RECEPTIONIST
&
LPN, doctor's office.
Send resume with
refemeces to: P.O. Box
Murray, KY
1040-8
42071
SALES help wanted for
local
insurance
agency. We provide a
wide range of products. One of Nation's
companies.
largest
Insurance experience
helpful
but
not
required. Training wiN
be provided if necessary. Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-R,
Murray, KY 42071.
SEEKING honest and
dependable weekend
babysitter in my home,
Serious inquiries only
227-8488.
WANTED Experienced person
for Inventory Control.
Shipping & Receiving.
Hannigan
Call
Motorspons 270-7534256 for appointment.
wore.in atrrayIeatsr
ore ware.Mirenet,. Isar cons
et ,.4
OM gror*.nrultrayi , doe

o

vet

'.L
OM ar88.11•111 -

royieliger.tem

SCRAP
CARS
753.55ifil
WASTE oil wanted.
Will pick up used motor
oil/hydraulic
fluid.
Drum exchange. Miller
D. Farms
270-436-2215
150
Anicies
For Sale
07 Hot tub, brand new
in package. 6-7 person, lots of jets, digital,
ozoneator, water fall,
cover, retail $7.300,
must sell $3,700.
(573)300- 1031

12 gauge 3 Browning
Gold Hunter with 3
chokes.
12
gauge
3-1/7
Remington 870 with
sling, turkey scope. 3
chokes.
Both as new. $1,000
both. 293-6133
12X11 carpet remnant
Brown Berber Brand
new. 753-5371
121(24' storage building wilront porch. new.
$3,900 firm. 270-4928222 or 270-293-2531
2 crypts at Murray
Memorial
Gardens.
Companion
Deluxe
inside
Package
Chapel. Opening and
dosing fee included.
(479)244-5968.
CINDERELLA prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each 270-492-8814

.54a9 Merrj Ckristmas
In one eas step!
Just compare...
save money & time!

150
Articles
For Sala
DIRECT vent room
heater, $550. Stand up
motorcycle trailer (single) used twice, $975.
1987 John Deere lawn
tractor, $500 Call Sue
or John
(270)436-2216.
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions:
Mist screen Plasma &
Ls. Rear Projection
also. LG, Toshiba.
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901

Wish all of your customers, patrons and
friends a Merry Christmas without-buying
the cards, writing the notes, licking the
envelopes, and getting the stamps.

YOUR GREETING WILL
INCLUDE FULL COLOR!
Call Jill or Julie at 753-1916 to order your greeting.

ifiLER &TIMES
Wishing only the best

for our readers,
advertisers,
& patrons this
holiday season.

Calloway County
Pictorial
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350
NEW pool table, never
used, 1"-slate, solid
wood, carved legs, fell,
acc package, retails _
$4,500, selling for
$1,600, must sell
(573)300-1031
PARKER Family heirlooms. Museum quality
sword, chappeau, photos, etc of Timothy A.
Parker of Murray. Died
in 1914 Naval sub sinking. Serious inquiries
only. 731-336-4000
SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE.
FREE OVA or HD
upgrade. FREE 6
months of HO programming
w/HD
upgrade. Get months 3
FREE of HBO &
Cinemax.
Programming starts at
$29.99 per mo. + $5.00
for local networks. Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info.
759-0901 or toll free:
877-455-0901
SEARS bench top drill
press, $100. 436-5610.
STEEPLETON
pool
table. Regulation size.
Drop leather pockets.
$950. 731-642-4614
Appliances
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS
y

(270) 753-1713

EMI
**OWNER
FINANCE***
No Credit Check!
Completely redone.
28R IBA singlewide,
water view, easy boat
ramp access Nice
covered deck. 213
Primrose,
New
Concord.
$2,900
down_ $450 month.
Call 753-2222.
***OWNER
FINANCENo Credit Check! 38R
2 bath doublevnde in
Puryear. Only 4 years
old
Large
deck,
$3,500 down, $495
month. Cell Ruthie
(270)753-2222
OWNER
FINANCING***
No Credit C,heckl
1999 model 38R 28A
singiewide. pool Clean
nice. $3,500 down,
$495 monthly. 7532222
'96 16x80 Fleetwood.
38R 28A. all Me.,
$14,500. 759-4305

VISA

-From: The staff of the
'Murry Ledger & Times

**OWNER
Financing2005 24x56, 3BR,
2BA, $5,000 down
$695.00 month, Hazel
(270)753-1011

Publish Date:
Thursday,
December 20
Deadline:
Monday,
December 17
at 5PM

1BR, various locations
$275-$300. Coleman
RE 753-9898

2BR duplex. nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898

NICE, newer, 1BR,
'IBA, brick, W&D,
CA-i/A, tile, walk-in
closet, close to MSU,
pets allowed
w/deposit. $350/mo.
(270)522-1095

2006 16x68 Northern
built Fleetwood manufactured home. Shingle
& vinyl with 10ft, front
porch and back Nailrte
skirting. 2BR, 1BA.
$29,900 or finance for
$1,500 down payment,
$308 monthly. 1-800455-3001

2BR, $285, C/H/A,
near MSU. Move in
free days. 753-9898
908 Hillwood. 25R/1
bath
apartment.
$395/mo. No pets.
Lease,
references.
deposit required.
227-3331

2 bedroom, all appliances,
Cambridge
area. 293-6968
2BR
IBA duplex
Appliances,
1304
Peggy Ann 270-7530259

UOUIDAT1ON Sale
All 2006 Homes Must
Gol
Unbelievable Deals,
Only 4 left. Save
Thousands!! Call now
731-584-9429.

119 East Y Drive. 2BR
'IBA, washer, dryer,
stove, refrigerator furnished, new C/H/A
Smoke-free. Water,
yard work included.
50450/mo
270-227-5722.

REMODELED
Doublewide!
4BR,
2BA, 2,000 Sq.Ft.,
New appliances, 1.3
acre lot. Owner financing
available
$70,000,00 cash or
down,
$5,000
$645/mo.
270-761-HOME

2BR 2BA, garage, all
appliances. $650
436-5685
28R apt. partially furnished, some utilities
pets,
paid,
no
$280imo. 767-9037

DUPLEX, 2-BR, 1 1/2
bath,all appliances.
$525/mo. 436-5685
FOR rent: 28R
Duplex, 1302
Valleywood. $400,/mo.
761-7355
LARGE 3BR 2 full
baths. All appliances
furnished. 270-7537903 or 227-5173.
LARGE, very nice 1
bedroom with all appliances including washer & dryer. $345/mo.
or
(270)759-5885
(270)293-7085

* * YOUR * *
14X60 2BR 28A $400
703-4768
NICE 2BR
753-9866.

e

HOLLIAIDAY

* SOW1110111

No pets

Give a gift subscription to the

Tolima

•

FAMILY seeking 48R
in
home
Murray/Calloway
County for rent or
lease option to buy.
270-227-8970
320
For Rent

MURRAY

* LEDGER &TIMES *
Home Delivery
3 mo.

Local Mail

3 mo.
$641.00
6 mo..-I yr.----MOO
1 yr.-- .4104.00
All Other Mail
Subscriptions

Rest of KY/TN
1 & 2 bdr apts No
pets Leave a message 270-753-1970
1 bedroom apartment.
Clean
and
nice.
Appliances including
w/d. No pets.
270-436-5496

l&urver &

3

e me.--$94.06
e n_S120.110
Check

1 yr.--$14S00

Money Order

Visa

Name

1 OR 2br apts. near I St Address
Murray
downtown
City
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
State
_ Zip_
I
1BR, $350/rno, all
Daytime Ph.
appliances, pets
Mail this coupon with payment to:
allowed. 1619 Chris
Murray Ledger & Times,
Dr. 753-4219
P.O. Box 1040
1BR, low utilities No
Murray, KY 49071
pets. $250 month
Or call (2701 753-1918
753-3949

e
e
e

Real Estate and
Personal Property Auction

=ffiliTrdErtrillTitErtinill
(ESTATE FARM AUCTION)
Fri. Dec- 14th -10:00 AM

ursday December 13th, 2007 CP 6:00 PM

Jam Di Abet,Sr. Estate I Ilaphiers

LOCATION. 2754 state Houle a4 East Murray, KY From Downtown Murray
Tam., kk.vi, Street Hwy 94 East 2 Miles To Auction Sae Signs Posted'

220.5 Quail Creek Drive • Murray. KY

tiopkInsvIlle, Kentucky
AtIke South Side OK HopldnevIlle, Along Hwy
68 By Pass'Eagle Way By Pau', Take Hwy 695
*Cox IAN Rcl" SW 3.5 Mites....From I-24Exd 73,
Take Hwy 117 SE 3 Miles To Hwy 695, Turn Lett
And Proceed East 2.8 Miles.. _7330 Cox Mill
Rood, Hopkinsville, KY

REAL ESTATE- Newly Remodeled
••• 2000 Sp Ft 1 12 Soy 3
13ecsoonl 2 Bain Brick Nome
Featuring An Open Flex Plan iv,
Spacious Master Sues wah Mello
8stn. Living ROM Ilitchin with
PA Brand P
Applaness ano
Chiersized hbaStaundry Rom
Minor Niemen memo C.ararnic
LIKE NEW 3 BOW 2 WS
Ni Roots. Racessed UpitIng.
JUST 2 MILES IIIDM DOWNTOWN MURRAY
New Carpet. Abundance oiXlichen
Cabinets, and Large VAR In
closet, pelota's Node The Horne inciude A Noe Front Porch, Concrete
Wadi Vary.
4..scap710-111200611111slionie. M On A Spacnus IMMO A Grand Ward kill
A Short DOI* Ent Of Mune? Kentucky Across The Street From Hopi Herby Church
Real Estate Sees At 6.00 PM Auction Held On Site

The Ryan Property
Directions: From Murray take 94 Hest to Johnny Robertson
Road. turn left and follow to Quail Creek on left. Follow signs
to auction.

Spacious I BR 2 BA Brick home accented with quoin corners, den a ith
fireplace. kitchen, dining room. living room, sun room. hardwood !limos
and carpet. large hobby room with many cabinets and counter space.
laundry n Kim. 2 CAI attached garage, fenced in back yard_

"Sr"tiro Pe Aro frAe49. 41 If_ Ar IN: rf,Ar r go
TRACTOct8441CY
- JD 6000 Hi Cycle,
C&A • Two- JO 4430's wiCabs. QUO* OAS • Two
-JO 4020 Dine Synao's, Both Are Console • JD
4010 Diesel • IH 140 w/Fast Hitch AS The
Above Originals...11J° 4300 Hydrostatic. Turf
Tiros, 420 Loader, 830 Hours • Case IH 3594
WC* • Case IH 2594 • Case 1570 • JD 4640
w/Ceb • Ford 5000 • Ford 800 • Tale 3501 w/640
Hours • JO 855 Diesel Lawn Tractor, 386 Hours.
vii/72- Belly Mower. 3 PT Hach, Rear PTO, Turf
Tires • JO JX 188 Riding Lawn Mower v448"
Alukt Dem • Kubota TG 1860 Riding Lawn
Mower • Kubota Gi900 Riding Lawn
Ford 1S45 Riding Lawn Mower COMBINE Case
IH 1640 Axial Flo Combine TRUCKS-CAR- '75
Ford 9000 Twin Screw Grain Truck • 81 Ford
Pickup •'93 Buick Sedan PLANTING - TILLAGE
- SUPPORT EQUIPMENT Sams As New Bush
Wacker T-240 Hyd Fold 20. Cutter • Very Nice
Walinga 510 Deluxe Agri Vac • NH 1034 Bale
Wagon • NH 353 Grinder Mixer • JD 7240 11 Unit
Planter • Vermeer WRV Wheel Rake • 6'-3P1
Rotary Cutler • Woods HD315 Rotary Cutler •
Vermeer 605C Round Baler • NH 163 Tedder •
Sitrex Tedder • Two-JD 22' 230 Disc, One Black
• 7 Shank V Ripper w/Gage Wheels • JD
?la' Wing Disc • Hutchinson 10" Transport 62'
Swing Hopper Grain Auger • JD 8x28 Implement
Trailer • JD 7000- 12 Row Plateless Planter • JD
3Pt - 8'Adj Blade • Hahn Pull Sprayer • 1000 Gal
Anhydrous Trailer • Holland 2 Row Transpianter •
Woods RM59 Grooming Mower • JD 5 Shank
Ripper w/Gage Wheels • JD FWA 13' Wheel Disc
• JD 1350-14505 Btm Plow • Lots 01 Shop Tools

OMNI tigliktilEti
triOteclAY/BEC. 3R1)600P,Mi

1110140An0EC W4114104:006%

terms on Real Lstatei 15'4 down of purchase pt
-we day of auction
balance in 20 days with deed. Real Estate offered at 12 noon
Personal Property High head hoard walnut bed - 3 drawer dresser with
marble inlay. marble & Oise hoses 2 drawer dresser with ntarble inlay
and wishbone MOTO! - marble top lamp table i marble top dresser. walnut - nice swing rocker - ladies oak secretary - maple secretary - wicker rocker • fine old gooseneck rocker • other old rockers & arm chairs 2 drawer table - & 4 drawer maple chest - old ladder hack straight chair
2 nice a inghack
nice sofa - sea shell glass lamp - nice old pump
organ & snail - old fireplace cutler - treadle warm: machine base a ith
Marble top • nice old dining table_ whound pedestal - nice curio cabinet maple open lace hutch - nice borkshell - 2 beautiful old rockers • floor
entertainment center with doors - 2 glider chairs • 2 mountain dulcinwrs one haw - wrought iron park bench - nice vanity and table
lamps • cedar hot - wood toy hot - nice pictures & frames - Old dolls old skill trunk other doll items - %MAI hoOkSheli - large ha id old 0,01..
hooks religious books - hard hack hook,.
ser)old - one mom
school hooks bed sheets. blankets & bedspreads - hand & lace towels
handpamted Nippon red saw & platter - old glass & china - canister set
coma-lawn( of stem glasses Plait/graft dishes - micro% ase - pots &
pan. some Resere Waire baking dishes - small kitchen appliance. tine light Singer 221 sewing mac hme three tier iron table - nice bud hi
/
bars units - setAd metal twin beds - pill clubs - Allachn
LOOP kerow•rie heater • mine trials A lug wrenches At look - 4104 iii
, art chain saw - bench grinder large di, ps ise Many items not listed
%oaks bddralest damscut responsiNt fur accidents. Lunch %salable.
Far Miff lieramtaia and sour auction needs anieliet:

YOU MAY.SCHEDULE% PRP/ATEi
VIEWING ANY,DAY/BEF,ORE'AUCTIONII
BROKER PARTICIPATION IS WELCOMEi
RI %I IsitlI It KW.
/ .//1 It

.4 Sole Wan ors .11411)a). A 10.4 Buyer's
10.1 old included M The Cowart Sale Prior Dwyer
•
NIA,.'Aro loopeceuos Before 111c Ariake
I /J‘

•

POI,.14 1.4 • 41.
,
Habit It, Rt. 48 Mortb • MaytIotft KY .17initt
/01 241-5283•800 9tH)
lt)
viari our INtrbotto: import haf.11.1.kililtlions aim.,

flail

MringlEEMIZONV
------ RWEI:
r
A.JEISCIPIL1LTICE

6

A1.1L7ACTIC,141

110

411310

adelkIIC

Absolute Real Estate and
Personal Property Auction
Saturday, Dec. 15, 2007•10 a.m.

Tracts Slates Of 2 Acres To 215 Acres
THE BEST - THE BEST - THE BEST
HonsobeiHders • Farmers - Investors
What A Property -Lots Of Road Frontage
GRAVES CO FSA FARM 0 10789
CORN BASE 201.8 ACRES • SOYBEAN BASE 122.8 ACRES
WHEAT BASE 58.2 ACRES • DCP PAYMENT 2008$ 11.318.00
30 ACRES IN CRP ALONG HOPEWELL ROAD WITH AN ANNUAL
PAYMENT OF $1108.00 WITH 4 YEARS REMAINING

301 Hint Road • Murra),
Directiowit From Muerav take Hwy.641 North to Flint Road.
turn left arid follow to auction site.

le% ewe we a Mailown Ilipialt 1111 IMMO Per trilak Illannes la 34 REP
lr-Pa err Alatertleora IVIIII Slav /10.1el At
It.
Iletaism fieslid Cia-aavreim iCkaaarstr- v Gisela
1 301 West Broadway, Mayfield, K.wtuoky

..11AIMIES R., CASH
, - •ThE AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
1-C
,R
I IN ,isre•Ot p
ttered in tracts and combinations Is ated iust mmciIcs Northwest ot Murra t Ilk I HA franc home with central heat and air Or!.
si ate!. natural gas basement Mini (arms, %Ai A /tied 101, hIasktig toast (tonnage on
tides if this (arm Vu heal
suis with tenant and seller
Irons sin Real Estate 15'i down it purchase price day ot austion with ,
mum ot S4 lit per indisidwil tract halame in 4l slays will deed
,
murn added to (trial hid and will he J pait sit the somas t pike Any house bto
prior to lo'S may contain lead haw paint Slake %MI inspection prior iii the au,
loin as ).41 will sign•post inspection /A Ai Ief As part ot the contrast
Reel FAtate offered 11 12 Noon.
lot more information and sour auction needs coati,t

FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466
WWVV.JAMESHCASH COM

.

'EN leAc.
IlicrootAG,

360

L_ _ _ __ _
J&I, RENTALS

270-436-4%

SO5 Diuguit11)nve • Murray. K) 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
Onc: and Iii. Bedrisait Apannients
Central Hear and Air
S....crone Applkatii ins
Office Hours X a.m. - 12 p.m.
I p.m. to 1 p.m.

Gt

Size Units
Available
*Now Have
Climate Control

MINI-STORAGE
baits renting
Located at '20S 4th St

.Apartments
RECENTLY
rernod
elect. srnall three-bed
room, one-bath house
$500 per morals plus
oblates One month
security
deposit
Call
required
i 2701293-3572 for an
appointment
Only
inquiries
serious
Online

12 year old registered
black TW*I mare. Kid
broke Asking S1.200
270-328-8099
400
Vodka

*Ail

GARAGE SALE

------,/ 753-3853
1

270-293-6906

375
Camarical Prop. Far

97 Ridgeline Court
Call for directions

NON-SMOKING 1BR
lotion/shed 4t.a
warier
pail. evadable noia. no
pet 753-5980
-iNOW LEASING
1 *1 3bedroorn Apes
Igle scow, Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
802 Northwood Or
heondey.
Itiednesdey Friday
'tame 759 4984
• Equal Housing
Oppoluney

rapSt eoo44a-ao44
SCPSIbe ol town 2
Eiai • 1 Ba dupla
70-0724

2. 3 II

48R names
1•as
deposit
&
required 753-4109

3BR 213k
month
Broed
4802

No pets 701
Si 270-293-

SATURDAY,DEC.8, 2007
10:00 AM

PARIS. TN - 215 Dudley St. - Behind Grove
football field.
Sethi.' Henry County School Board surplus prop-

erty at public archers.

(For detens/pietures visit our website:
W31-11,4621:101013h8:0918.01W
HIGHLIGHTS OF PARTIAL LISTING
(51 school buses - 43) 1995 International. 66 passenger.
good condition - (2(1994 International. 66 passenger.
I good running condition. (needs repair- ( I ) 1990,
Transit GM Chassis, 90 passenger, good running condition * (5) 24.000 lin air conditioners. window
units • Super Astro popcorn popper • 6 door KOCH
SS retngerator + 60 Ft. mobile house trailer I must be
moved in 10 days)+ lot of 1500 watt metal halide light
fixtures • electric Bat top range (480 voltsi + 121
Market Forge ovens + Westinghouse refrigerator + ice
maker no boil • garbage compactor + portable dishwaoher + yea coolers + large group of old student
desks.lot of VCRs•large round sated bar + lot of
old teachers' desks • i 2, copy machines + large lot of
chairs• Alliance rood wanner•lit of old lxiokstselves
• old computers.Da-Lite overhead projector LS013
•42) 5L Laser jet printer• 5.170(' scanner,
+ 120 HP
printer • 1100 HP printer • 898 HP printer • 750xi HP
PSC•Epson LQ-870•Canon fax machine f HP laser
Jet #10I2 • 4100 Laser Jer • 121 Laser /et 4 • 600
Desk let •890 Desk Jet•Scan Jet 4JC'• cash drawer
• Rubbermaid bakers cart• weight machines & equipment • file cabinet + wood lockers • old trapezoid
tables and misc sire tables • couch • hospital bed•
old band dnuna +121clothes washers • dryer + food
slicer • steamer • food processor • coffee urns • hot
chiacilate machine•oven racks • much more
Lunch Amara*
Not Respoeseiblefor Accidents
TERNS a CONDMONS 0Anpleie teetievalent de) of AAIA/11
Payabk •• CASH CASHIER'S CHFfk. or PERSONAL CHFCk
*se CURIO/VT RANK LE/TFJI(*CREDO' rsonnteriAg Fr•
Ate./. matt is, Mug Trylor Auctkoe Sen./ nsquered by ALL pr.'
ves n. perwelnally known by the swum ...way
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
(
Do* galite4 aildielif Setate_.
•
—
IAA" Aortioweer i keel balsa Breit.,
NM AALIn LAst • Reryser, TN ROM
Telerimm 1731 12474714
Dun Wog.Arilinserals/Mor TR. I*. war
iro. i.e. Avian Finn MTV
"ATI... *MAY laorson. Aro Sew"

753-4041

OFFICE or retail
avaiiab4e pnme space
loca.
bon 753-2905
293-1480
380
Pats a amass

Ethan Alien dining
room Set, Cumin &
!yea china. stereo
tem. 3 bovding balls.
ceding fan. Chnstmas
items & more

168' water frontage. Improved
24x52 doublewide with 40' deck.
2BR 2BA, vaulted ceiling,
fireplace, furnished, all appliances,
boat dock, well and pump, on main
channel opposite Pine Bluff,

-110
Peak San

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Ins,,Je ,I,mate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Sa1e 8 clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

3 female CKC Shot)
Tzu
puppies
with
papers Ready now.
5200-5250.
731_641-1324
A.K C Smiles Nov!
10 *As old. vet
checked, shots
(270P54-8211

Call 753-4395 or 994-4826.

FEMALE Jack Russell
Terrier for saki Full
shots.
papered,
liPkYlid• $150
759-1566

Sailing entire
contents of the
home of
Louise Lamb
located at
218 South 18Ih

miss. Beck,
one owner.

SUM

10

1\11111)1 \ 11
1)1 (II HI I
I!

is it
reatit eprop
ertc.ol%ep..tom
121i61 I( )NH
MUST See!! Just buitt
brick
sq.ft.
2,400
home. Double garage
Private 8 beautiful. 2+
acre lot, close to town.
51 39,000
270-5198570 by owner, Murray.

USED TIRES
13. 15.lb inch
Starting at $20
mounted

Call 753.5606

Equinox.
2005
$10,000.
1999 Chevy Z71, 3rd
door, $7,200.
2002
Grand
Prix
$4.100
2000 Anima $4,500
$20 Cash Back Test
Dnve Challenge.
www.ckmotorsky.com
(270)674-5602,
(270)705-5973
2004 Cherokee V6
4x4, red, automatic,
loaded, 36.900 miles,
513,000 293-1943
1998 Chevrolet Blazer
IT 48, 4W0, excellent
condition.
125K,
55.125 753-6864 or
210-5884

1999
Buick
Avenue
V6,
leather Interior
windows.
142,000 miles
293-7346

2006 Chevy Crewcab
LT3 61,xxx miles.
leather. sunroof, BOBO
system, loaded, one
owner. Bought now
locally. 523.900
767-0028

0 10 SAL

Saturday

Murray

270-753-1916

SHIH-TZU
puppies
dew craws removed.
roomed. current shots.
AKC & CKC 125°8350 270-251-0310

2 story 38R 2BA, 1
office, 2 car garage.
2,400 sq.tt.
4,000 total. Landon
Hills
Subdivision.
(270)210-3781,
(270)559-2032.

starts at
a.m. fttday

30R. IBA. Brick. 306
S 15111 No pets
$45lYmo 7594828

VERY nice camerael
building tor lease in
Hazel KY Over 8.800
S F Great toe retail.
offices, restaurant. or
any kind of business
Hes parking lot. central
Art and mounts, system $1.8006rio
270-293-9349

1086 Robertson Rd.
Priced to Sell! New
construction.
4/2.5,
over 3,000 sq.ft. under
roof. Designer kitchen
with cherry cabinets,
granite countertops.
Bonus room upstairs
and oversized garage
Call Matt Falwell at
270-293-2512.

10o.
2006 Vulcan
- 1500
ihric
om

Ledger Si
Times
Classifieds
MINIATURE Pinscher
puppy tor sale Born
8/11/07 Ears cropped
3lbs Black 8 Ian
Adorable
$300
I270I227-5454

***OWNER
FINANCE***
No Credit Check!
Clean & nice 38EI 1
bath home on quiet lot
in Puryear 1,292 sq.ft.,
hardwood floor, appliances, city water &
sewer. $3,900 down,
$475 month. Call
Ruthie (270)753-2222

Tag Sale

DOG Obedience
438-2858
OFFICE Space 707
South
12111.
38R
duplex. C/I-1/A. 113R
riot
753-1252. 753-0808.
761-3894

8! )41 S
PORI/

Fri. & Sat.
8AM-7

!

Prop For
t tier now 113R apt.
appliances. Brooklyn
Dr. 270-435-4382 or
*aim message

'FI C I

390
Uverimk il Stipples

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

Apr\

1

55 acres prime farm
land. 3115 Mitchell
SW
Rd.,
Story
County.
Calloway
Good tobacco barn,
well. Lots of road
frontage. $275,000.
(239)269-3037

PUBLIC AUCTION

In 18 Tracts And In Combinations

My Service Doesn t Cost it Pays

Calloway Garden/E.s.sex Downs

JAMES R. CASH
, -- - ....,-,•::.,::,..:,
JC
--..,-..•• 270-523-8466 jP,C1
Fi

sr- Et-s.

At Mr. Gardners Death, He Leff His Estate To Be Used
"To Alleviate Suffering and Help Education
Amon , Children of Bravos Coon "
Thee leanyfinft1 - Craves Cceastety
Real Estate Event Of A Lifetime
To Benefit The Annie Gardner Foundation
GREAT SMALL TRACTS • HOMES1TES
E o FROMM IE IP Ara Wit Ewe I._ AtilI%NIES
LOCATION - LOCATION - LOCATION

Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
www.danmillerauctioneer corn
www.terrydpaschallrealestate.com

Licensed & Bonded in KY & Term #1281 Firm 2333
www danmillerauctioneer tom
www terrydpaschallrealestate com
My Service Doesn t Cost It Pays

Voir- Plleatattroofb 111. Cifoltiolliosi I

j

NO NIINIMUIVISII NO RESERVATIONS!!
Tammany, December letta, At 6:00 RAIL
"The Ed Gardner Trust Farm"
INV as yr -WIies Nadi
. 111C4seaurelt ea amS4C lir
A Great Location For Mayfield - Graves County
Along The Dick Castleman -Hwy 121 " By Pass
East Broadway - Old Hwy 80 East - Hopewell Road

DAN MILLER • AUCTIONEER & ASSOCIATE 2704354143
DARRELL BEANE • AUCTIONEER & ASSOCIATE 276-4354420
TERRY 0. PASCHALL • BROKER & AUCTIONEER 270-767-9223

DAN MILLER • AUCTIONEER & ASSOCIATE 2704354144
DARRELL BEANE - AUCTIONEER & ASSOCIATE 270-4354420
TERRY D. PASCHALL • BROKER & AUCTIONEER 270.767-9223

COME PREPARED TO FIND MORE THAN ADYERTSED
Complete Settlement Day Of Sale!
ww ww ine.iteirreaseeircseesee-octavo

5 to 295 acres. West
Calloway.
Possible
owner hnancing. 4892116. leave message.

0

Jo 34. 34.',,. Co,.!Ito Wolidaye!
Pweekwee a giRt tI,. errtfro forierly
earn estoor! Come ions us for a..

OPEN HOUSE
1FM-SPM•Sat., Dec. ids
Subdivision

38R 2BA brick home. Large grestroom with
yanked ceiling and fireplace. Kitchen ha% CIO.tom cabinets and ceramic tiled flooring Mauer
bath has whirtpool tub and wperate shower
Heated by Angelis Fry. RE/Itiax. 277-2136

•ADVER
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Kentucky
for as
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'ADVERTISERS: You
can place a 25-word
classified ad in 70
Kentucky newspapers
for as little as $250 with
one order, one payment. For information,
contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
1-502-223-8821

AUCTIONS
•3
U.S.
Marshals
Auctions: 1- Liberty, KY
Unfinished SFH, 5 BR/
3 BA 4,948 +1- sq ft.
Mtn Bid $39,800, Bid
online
12/11-12/13
www.bid4assets.com/L
1(2 '2- Corbin, KY SFH
3 BFV1 BA 921 +1- sq ft.
Min Bid $34,420 Bid
online
12/10-12/12
www.bid4assets.com/
WLR2 '3- London, KY
8.91 +/- Acres Land Min
Bid $23,400 Bid online
1 2/ 1 7- 1 2/ 1 9
ws•Av.bid4assets.com/T
BR2

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
•Am
Purchasing,
114,000 acre ranch in
Mexico, for $20 per
acre, have 80% financing, looking for partner
to share down payment
and ranch ownership
270-929-6095

HELP WANTED

HOME
IMPROVEMENT
.Buy Wholesale' White
Pine Kiln Dried Logs
Dovetail and Saddlenotch Beams, Log
&drug, Log Home Trim
tongueGroove.
Contact Brandon Cook
1-800-467-3006

INSTRUCTIONAL
*Airlines Are HiringTrain for high paying
Aviation Maintenance
Career. FM Approved
program. Financial aid it
qualified- Job placement assistance. CALL
Aviation Institute of
Maintenance (888)3495387.
'Attend College Online
from home. Medical,
business, paralegal,
computers, criminal justice. Job placement
assistance. Financial
aid and computer provided if qualified. Call
866 - 8 58 - 2 1 2 1
www.OnlineTidewaterT
ech.com
*Driver You may qualify
for SURPLUS STATE
TRAINING MONEY to
attend CDL Class-A or
Training.
E mployment
Assistance.
1-8662 4 4 - 3 6 4 4
www.latcdl.com
TRUCK
AMERICA
TRAINING

•Construction:
Kentucky Base General
Contractor has immediate
for
openings
Concrete Carpenters,
Concrete
Laborers,
Finishers
and
Operators. Must be
willing to travel. Call
502-479-6520

rokee V6
automatic,
.900 miles,
3-1943
rolet Blazer
D, excellent
125K,
53-6864 or
7 Soft top,
yl, $3,500.
16

Landsc aping A
leaf Vacuuming
Waction guaranteed
-53-1816 227-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric
Since 1986

24 sous altalriCII

ick
Park
V6, auto,
tenor. Power
doors.
Iles.

LET. $1.100
-978-6658
Crewcab
1,xxx miles,
sunroof. Bole
loaded, One
Bought now
3,900
8
71 Colorado.
WD, loaded,
miles Rebuilt
000
0( 293-6615.
tlehai•syst
ire Areasiy
ste

SE
c. 8th

greatrrinm cub
II, hen ha. 1ms
iunng Mama

flamer
222-2136

Res., Com., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - bag or small

75)-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
Out garages, gutters.
lunk & tree work.
A to B Moving, Local
and long distance
moves. Call Brian at
270-706-4156
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair. pick-up, delivery. 436-2667
A-1 Stump Removal
Fumy insured
437-3044
AAA HANDYMAN
Al types of carpentry.
additions, decks
Hauling, dean up sink
Garage, yowls,
buildings
Prompt depandobie
Free estimate
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210
ALL Carpentry.
Additions, Framing.
Termite
Water &
°allege. Larry Nimmo
227-0587
CARPENTER
753-9440
FLL Woods

t

member to walk around your
home ensuring that candles and
smoking materials are properly
extinguished once guests leave,
"Last holiday season the
Calloway County Chapter
responded to more than 5 home
fires and provided 5 families
with immediate emergency
assistance including shelter,
food, counseling and more,"
said Daughrity. "In addition to
following safety precautions
with holiday lights and decorations, this is a great time for
Murray and Calloway County
families to make sure that their
smoke alarms are functioning
properly and practice their home
fire escape plan."
At a minimum,smoke alarms
need to be installed outside of
each sleeping area and on each
level of your home. If you sleep
with closed doors, install alarms
inside sleeping areas too. Use
the test button to test each
smoke alarm once a month. All
smoke alarm batteries need to be
replaced once a year. Fire
escape plans should include at
least two escape routes for every
room in the home. Also chose a
convenient meeting place at a
safe distance from your home.
Practice your escape plan at
least twice a year with all family
members.
The Red Cross recommends
following the below tips to help
prevent holiday home fires:
CHRISTMAS TREE
CARE
Purchase flame retardant
metallic or artificial trees.
If you purchase a real tree,
make sure that it has fresh, green
needles that aren't easily broken. Keep live trees as moist as

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Nspii
Nlitclicll Bros.
759-05111
753-1537
BACI040E &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock.

436-2113
Dozer work di Track
hoe
NADEAU'S
Construction
Flooring .Decks
•Vinyl siding *All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
LicensecVInsured
Cleaning
DAVID'S
Service. All external
cleaning. Vinyl. fences,
etc. (270)527-7176
DECORATE
for
Holidays
We hang lights & ornaments. Outside &
Inside Cali for free
estimate. 978-0149,
978-1842.

ONJ HANDYMAN
We do al the odd jobs
you don't have time
lor.
Painting, siding, roots.

By popular demand, the
Calloway County Chapter is
now offering the new American
Red Cross First Aid and CPR for
Everyone: An Introduction to
Basic Lifesaving Skills. First
Aid and CPR for Everyone is the
latest way the Red Cross is
offering lifesaving information
in a convenient, easy to use and
engaging style.
This product was designed to
provide consumers with an educational overview of valuable
first aid and CPR information
and skills, The kit includes a
DVD which features such information as how to recognize
when someone is having a
stroke and what to do, taking
care of minor wounds, as well as
when and how to perform
Compression-Only CPR (C-

CPR). Compression-Only CPR unable, unwilling or untrained to
is an abbreviated form of CPR perform full CPR, says Tory
that does not include rescue Daughrity, Executive Director.
breathing. Research has shown "While the product is not intendthat compression-only CPR can ed to replace the skills learned or
be effective in caring for a per- the certification gained by parson when a rescuer is unable, ticipating in a Red Cross trainunwilling or untrained to per- ing course, the product does
form full CPR. First Aid and allow the public to become
CPR for Everyone provides the familiar with relevant lifesaving
tools people need to understand information and skills."
and practice how to properly
First Aid and CPR for
administer C-CPR, as well as Everyone's low price makes it a
gaining an understanding of great holiday gift Loved ones
other lifesaving skills with the can learn Compression-Only
help of the demonstration DVD CPR wherever and whenever
and Red Cross Emergency First they like. Everything needed,
Aid Guide included.
but the DVD player, is packaged
"As the nation's leading in a compact carrying box. The
provider of First Aid and CPR kit comes with a guided hand
training, the Red Cross devel- placement and chest compresoped First Aid and CPR for sion practice tool along a fullEveryone to assist those who are length instructional DVD featur-

estimates
270-519-8570
The Stars Show the Kind of
TOTAL Nall Care
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
-Spa Pedicures4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
massage
includes
-Difficult
chair
-Spa Manicures
ARIES(March 21-Apr11 19)
'Acrylics- pink & white
**** Bow to others and let
Professionally done by
them have their way. Sooner
Amy Curd Salon locatthan you think, they will be headin
ed at Tangles
ing in your direction and saying,
Mason's Commons off
'We messed up' or 'You were
121 Bypass N. Gift cerright.' By being passive, you'll
tificates & package
gain. If you're too assertive, you
special For more inforwill push others away.
mation call 759-2389
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
TRENCHING
*** Read Aries for direction,
731-782-3961
and assume just that attitude.
731-336-5288

dodo.
293-5438
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Tnmming, removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.
NEED Some Help
Moving?
'Stove Moving Help
from John Probus.
270-978-8656.

5 week old puppies
free to a good home
playful.
Adorable.
Would make great
Christmas presents!
436-5477
FREE to•good
home: Adult rnMe
rimers% rescue Irvin
animal shear. MI

deliver. (731)3315-578e

HOLIDAY CANDLES
Remember that lit candles are
fire. Always extinguish candles
before leaving the room or going
to bed.
Never use lit candles to deco-

Knowing when you can make a
difference is important. Your
popularity will soar if you are a
lazy Bull in the pasture; otherwise, you might wind up seeing
red
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Accomplishment is your
middle name, until disruption
heeds your away. Absorb the
shocks with knowledge and
direction. You know when you
have had enough, but resist
making a public announcement.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Your creativity plays a
substantial role in your choices.
Let your mind wander and greet
the oft-beat. A child or loved one

s

9

rate a tree.

Keep candles at least 12 inches away from trees, evergreens,
holiday decorations, and other
items that can catch on fire like
clothing, papers and curtains.
Use candle holders that are
sturdy, won't tip over easily, are
made from a material that cannot burn, and are large enough to
collect dripping wax.
Place candles only where
they cannot be reached or easily
knocked over by children and
pets.
Consider using battery-operated "nameless" candles that are
scented and have a flickering
affect.
The Red Cross depends on
the generous support of Murray
and Calloway County residents
to respond to our neighbors who
are affected by home fires. You
can help the Red Cross continue
to be ready to respond and help
fire victims by making a financial contribution
to
Calloway County Chapter today.
To make a financial donation,
visit www.redcrossorg. call
270-753-1421, or mail a check
to 607 Poplar Street, Murray,
KY.
For more Red Cross fire safety and preparedness information
visit www.redcross.org/homefires
or www.caltowayredcross.org.
The
Calloway
County
Chapter is a proud agency of the
Murray-Calloway
County
United Way.
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ing Super Bowl XL1 MVP and 4;4
Red Cross Celebrity Cabinet a‘..‘
member Peyton Manning. It also ••••':
includes the
Red Cross
Emergency First Aid Guide to *help you follow along with the
steps shown on DVD.
First Aid and CPR for
Everyone is great for learning .
and practicing what to do if
someone is having a cardiac .
emergency, needs basic first aid
or choking.
First Aid and CPR for
Everyone may be purchased
through the Red Cross by calling 753-1421 or visiting the :
website at www.redcross.org
Gift certificates Q•for full Red 4
Cross First Aid and CPR/
Automated
External
Defibrillator(AED)training and ;
other ideas are also available.

Horoscope

4

Isamillse Ilgar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for adores your extra attention.
Think positively, and you'll get
Friday, Dec. 7,2007:
Your style and direction charac- positive results.
\1
\<,1 \II \ I
terize your actions and being LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
• weekly & special
this year. You are able to accom- *** The best of intentions
could backfire in today's atmos• locally owned/operated
plish a lot quite easily. Your abil759-1151 • 293-2733 ity to move through problems phere. You could be backpedaling fast and furiously. Rather
293-2734
without making enemins-er end- than put yourself in this position,
ing relationships nafds to be avoid controversy of any sort.
admired. You also could decide You will be happier, and so will
to make big changes on the others.
home front this year. Think VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
before launching into action or **** Speak your mind, and
attempting major changes. others might respond! You might
Groundwork is imperative to not change anyone's mind; you
are doing well if you simply draw
your success. If you are single, a response. Don't go off on a
ED HELP?
check out a new interest with crusade, because it won't sink in
yman Services.
care. Someone might not be all right now. Do hang out and chat
All remodeling.
he or she would like you to with people.
No job too small.
Free estimates.
believe. If you are attached, you UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
(731)247-3001
might need more space, but also *** You might want to curb
(731)363-3511
make special time for the two of 'your spending, as the ramificayou. Then your relationship will tions might not be what you
S IN
thrive.
SCORPIO understands
Carpentry
Handyman Work Free you very well.

Tree
YEARRY'S
Service. Free estimates Phone
436-2582. 227-0267

possible by giving them plenty
of water.
Use a sturdy tree stand
designed not to tip over,
Keep trees at least three feet
away from heat sources, includtrig fireplaces. portable heaters,
radiators, heat vents and candies.
Make sure that any light
strings or other decorations for
the tree are in good condition
and follow manufacturer's
instructions for their use. Do not
use anything with frayed electrical cords.
Be careful not to drop or flick
cigarette ashes near a tree,
Never put tree branches or
needles in a fireplace or wood
burning stove.
Safely dispose of trees as
they becomes-dry and needles
begin to drop.
Dispose of trees through
recycling centers or community
pick-up services. Dried-out trees
should not be left at home or in
a garage, or placed against the
home or garage.
HOLIDAY LIGHTS AND
DECORATIONS
Always unplug tree and holiday lights before leaving home
or going to bed.
Inspect holiday lights each
year for frayed wires, bare spots,
broken or cracked sockets, and
excessive kinking or wear.
Avoid overloading electrical
outlets by not linking more than
three light strands.
Use decorations that are
flame-resistant or flame-retardant.
Place decorations at least
three feet away from fireplaces,
portable heaters, radiators, heat
vents and candles.

First aid & CPR product makes great

\l c,"

LAM
LAWN SERVICE
%towing, Manicuring,

'.

Local Red Cross offers safety tips

As the holiday season moves
into full swing, the Calloway
County Red Cross urges families to follow simple safety tips
to keep the season merry and to
prevent holiday fires. During
the winter holiday season the
incidence and severity of home
fires dramatically increases. In
*Call
Today!
fact, according to the U.S. Fire
Home
Guaranteed
Chnstmas Day! Sign-on Administration, each year nearly
bonus & Benefits. 36- 47,000 fires occur nationally
43cpm/ $1.20pm. $0 during the holidays claiming
Lease/ Teams needed. more than 500 lives, causing
Class-A and 3 mos more than 2,200 injuries, and
recent OTR Required. costing $554 million in property
Call toll-bee: 877-258- damage. Many of these fires are
----caused by home heating sources,
8782.
*Driver- $5K Sign-On unattended cooking, and canBonus for EapilliaftCad dles.
"Many home fires can be preTeams: Dry Van& Tamp
Control. Solo jobs also vented, and that's what makes
available: Regional & this type of disaster so devastatOTR. 0/0s & CDL-A ing," said Tory Daughrity,
Grads welcome. Call Executive Director, Calloway
Covenant (866)684- County Red Cross. "The holi2519. EIDE.
days can be a time of celebra*DriverKnight tion, and by following a few
Transportation, quick safety tips you can help to
Indianapolis, IN. 4 mos prevent your family's festivities
required. No from being disrupted by a fire.
OTR
Gimmicks, Just Goals. Making safety an important part
2500 miles/ week. of your holiday preparations can
Weekly Home Time.
help you do this."
Med/ vision/ dental. Call
To prevent holiday home
Joyce or Rafael 888fires, the Red Cross recom346-4639. Owner Ops:
mends keeping all potential fuel
8 00 - 4 3 7 - 5 90 7 ,
sources, including decorations
vAsisv.knighttrans.com
and evergreen trees and wreaths,
Owner
"Driver:
at least three feet from heat
Operators
ONLY:
sources such as candles, heat
Regional Freight from
vents, fireplaces and radiators.
$1.25pm
Louisville.
Average! Home often In addition, holiday lights and
& weekends. Plates candles need to be turned off or
available. NOT forced extinguished before leaving the
dispatch. Call Max at room or going to bed, and especially before leaving home. If
TAT' 1-800-511-0082.
*Drivers- Up to 44d mile you are entertaining guests, desIncludes 3c bonus. Paid ignate a responsible family

'Training: You may
qualify for SURPLUS
STATE
TRAINING
MONEY
to
attend
HeavyEquipment
Operator
Training,
E mployment
Assistance.
1-8662 8 0 - 5 8 3 6
www.amhet.com
BCBS
*Get Crane Trained! AMERICAN
HEAVY orientation.
Crane/
Heavy EQUIPMENT TRAIN- insurance, low premiums. Class-A CDL
Equipment Training. ING
required 866-804-2065
National Certification
MEDICAL
www.transportameriPrep. Placement assistance.
Financial *Absolutely no cost to ca.com
Assistance. Georgia you!! All Brand New *Drivers- We have
Wheelchairs,
School of Construction. Power
Freight! 4 Regional
beds and
www.Heavy5.com Use hospital
Positions avail. ASAP!
Immediate
scooters,
Code "KYCNH' or call
CDL-A with tanker
delivery. Call Toll Free
1-866-712-7745
required. Premium pay
1-888-998-4111 to qual'Pail-time,
& benefits. Call 877homeify.
based Internet busi484-3061 now or visit
REAL ESTATE
www.oakleytransport.c
ness. Earn $941 per
month or much more. 'Lake Barkley- Absolute OM
Flexible hours. Training Real Estate Auction- 19 'Regional
Flatbed
provided. No selling lots offered in Eagles Dnvers. NOW PAYING
required. Free details. Ridge. 7 Lakefront, 7 $.40/male!!1
Earn
www.k738coni
Lakeview. 4 acreage, $50,000 PLUS 6%
and House with lake Bonus! Home every
views. Trigg County, KY weekend and 1-2 times
Used Trucks
& Stewart County. TN. per week!! Great beneAuction
Tuesday, fits including 401K! 6
December 18. Schrader mo. tit & Class-A COL
02 Ford F-150
Real Estate Auction reld. Wabash Valley
supercrew, beige.
79.000 miles, excellent Co., Inc.(Rex Schrader, Transportation,
Inc.
condition- assume
Broker KY #40653) 8 0 0 2 4 6 - 6 3 0 5
payments. 804-3566.
Woltz & Associates, Inc. VAWI.vMonlme.com
REALTORS
Auctioneers(TN #2752)
80 0 - 5 5 1 - 3588
www.woltz.com

$4.500
Back Test
nge
rsky.com
2.
73

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
41
Truck
Driving
School. Training for
Swift, Werner & Others.
Dedicated/ Regional/
Local. Approx. $50,000$70,000 yearly. Home
weekly!
1-800-8830171 Open 7 days a
week!
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desire. Know when to say you
Let go and relax with the compahave had enough, and in a man- ny of others. Perhaps you canner in which others will listen. not win the battle, but later you
You won't change anyone. can win the war.
SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You are all smiles, and **** You might wonder lust
others note your mood. You will
what's the best way to handle a
change directions unexpectedly. problematic boss or person.
Others will have a strong
What you decide could work, but :
response.
creativity
Your
unfortunately, now isn't the time. ;
emerges. You know what needs Lie back and wait. Continue to- -;
to happen; follow through. observe.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21) PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20) ;:ts
•
*** Know that once more you *** How far you go or what
.:4
have little control, no matter who path you take could change dra-you deal with and why. If you
matically because of whet:
kick back and don't try, you might occurs. You don't want to cement'
be a lot happier and less any agreements or even give Is
pushed. On the other hand, think
your word in the present atmosand evaluate, but don't act.
phere.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You might think you are BORN TODAY
about to get what you want, only
Basketball player Larry Bird
to discover it isn't exactly what (1956), singer Aaron Carter
you thought or there is a hassle. (1987)

That's how the cookie crumbles!
It's time to get Into the kitchen
and start baking those cookies.
Every
year my children help me
4411
't. '
prepare our 25 cookie tins for
shut his, I asked for my readers
to seed as some recipes and we
are still waiting. We are OVillg
NOM of our favorites.
fL 1

MACADAMIA
NUT COOKIES
3 1/2 c. flour

Tried & True
Recipes
By Mr. Mom Mark Anderson

tsp baking powder
1/2 tsp salt
1 c. butter
1 1/2 c. sugar
2 large eggs
1 1/2 tsp vanilla
2 (5 oz.) cans inacadanua nuts.

chopped
Cream butter. sugar and eggs Add vanilla. Blend salt,
baking powder and flour Blend in nuts Chill. Roll out
and cut or roll as refngerator cookie and slice. Bake 400
degrees until golden. approximately 1(1 minutes

Gramdma Lob
OATMEAL RAISIN COOKIES
1/2 cup Quaker Old Fashioned Oatmeal
2 1/4 cams all-purpose flour
1 1/2 teaspoon baking soda
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon cinnamon

1 cup (2 sticks) butter, softened

Mix 'n match:
Substitute chopped dates or chocolate chips Of plain
raisins for the chocolate covered raisins in these cookies
Substitute walnuts for the pecans
Preheat oven to 350*F.
Cover 2 baking shoes with parchment paper Place
rolled oats in blender or food processor and process until
finely ground. Combine ground oats, flour, baking soda,
salt and cinnamon in a mixing bowl.
In another bowl, cream butter, sugars. vanilla and
lemon Juice together using an electnc mixer Add eggs
and beat until fluffy
Stir the flour mixture into egg mixture. blending well.
Add the chocolate covered raisins and pecans to the
dough and mix well.
Using 1/4 cup of dough for each cookie. scoop round
balls with an ice-cream scoop and place 2 In inches
apart on prepared baking sheets.
Bake until cookies are lightly browned. 16-18 minutes.
Transfer to a wire rack to cool completely. Store in
a sealed container to keep them soft and chewy.
EASY SUGAR COOKIES
1 cup butter, softened
1/2 cup brown sugar
3/4 cup white sugar
2 large eggs
2 3/4 cups Swans Down Cake Flour
2 teaspoons baking soda
1 teaspoon vanilla

Reheat twee to 375'E
Cream butter add brown sugar, beat one minute Add

3/4 cup firmly packed brown sugar
3/4 cup granulated sugar
2 teaspoons vanilla extract
1 teaspoon lemon Juice
2 brie ens
3 cups chocolate covered raisins

eggs one at a time, beating well after each addition
Slowly add flour and baking soda, then vanilla
Beat well for three minutes. Bake 10 minutes

1 1/2 cups chopped pecans

Tormortunurray bellontir net

Remember as my children say 'That's a keeper' and
don't forget to email us your favorite cookie recipe at

•
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Memory of lost friend prompts
hunt for high school yearbook
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Births reported include j girl
to Ann and Kerry Martin, a girl
to Dalfney and Jeffrey Robertson,
a girl to Robin and Ralph Stevens,
and a girl to Catherine and James
McBee, Nov. 26, a girl to Dons
and Darren Parker. Nov. 28; a
girl to Kathy and Walter Slayden,
Dec I. twins. boy and girl. to
Penny and Hubert Maroney. Dec

Dr. Gott

Dear Abby

TodaylnIllstory
By the Associated Press
Today is Ihursday. Dec 6, the
t-Unh day of 2007 There are 25
days left in the year
Today's Highlight in History .
Fifty years ago, on Dec. 6, 1957,
America's first attempt at putting
a satellite into orbit tailed as Vanrose only about four
-guard
a Cape Canaveral launch
feet
Pad More crashing back down
and esploding
On this date
In 1790, Congress mosed to

"
13
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Philadelphia from New York
In 1889, Jefferson Davis, the
lirst and only president of the
Conlederate States of America. died
in New Orleans
In 1907, the worst mining disaster in U S. history occurred as
;62 men and boys died in a coal
mine explosion in Monongah,
W

Vii,

In 1917, sonic 2010 people died
when an explosives-laden French
cargo ship collided with a Norwegian sessel at the harbor in

Halifax. Nova Scotia, setting off
a blast that devastated the city
In 1947, Everglades National
Park in Florida was dedicated by
President Truman
In 1973, House Minority Leader
Gerald R. Ford was sworn in as
vice president. succeeding Spiro
T. Agnew.
In 1982. II soldiers and six
civilians were killed when an Irish
National Liberation Army bomb
exploded at a pub in Ballykelly,
Northern Ireland.
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of my high school yearbook at
an antique/collectibles store in
my hometown -- at an affordable price..- MICHAEL G.,SAN
FRANCISCO
DEAR ABBY: eBay or
Craigslist! My brother found not
only old yearbooks from his
era, but class rings as well. -PATTI IN FREMONT, CALIF.
DEAR ABBY: My old high
school is now offering yearbooks on CDs, to be viewed
in a slide show format. It was
a preservation project that's now
doing double duty by giving a
lot of pleasure to former students whose yearbooks have disappeared for a variety of reasons. Belle should check to sec
if her alumni association is doing
something similar. -- E.J.H. IN
LAS VEGAS,
DEAR ABBY: Most teachers who served as yearbook
advisers keep a store of old
yearbooks. I have made many
an older grad happy who had
lost one to fire or flood. Belle
should contact the school. She
might get lucky. (There might
even be an extra in the school
library.) -- BILL K.. OAKLAND.
CALIF.

South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.

NORTH

•A 7 5
•Q8
•K Q 9
+874 2

EAST

WEST
•.1 96 2
•A .1 7 6
•7 4
+953

10 8 4
•K 9 5 3 2
•6

•QJIO
SOUTH

•K3
V 104
•A 1085 32
•A K 6
The bidding:
East
North
West
South
Pass
3•
Pass
I•
5•
PilSS
4•
Opening lead — two of spades.
Even a well-oiled panserddrp is
hound to wind up occasionally in a
contract it hasn't got a chance to

which case South would have had to
lose a club trick eventually and go
down one. But West., riot having Xray eyes, made the more normal lead
of a spade.
Even with this lead, South saw he
had no hope of making 11 tricks by
regular means. So. to give the
defense a chance to go wrong, he
played a low spade from dummy,
and. when Fast played the queen, he
let him win it!
East found it difTicult at this point
to lead a heart, which was tfie only
play he could now make to defeat the
contract. Instead, he returned the
queen of clubs.
Given a life, South won the club
with the ace, drew two rounds of
trumps. then cashed the king of
spades and king of clubs. After entering dummy with a trump, he discarded a club on the ace of spades
and ruffed a club.
When the opposing clubs divided
3-3, declarer was home. Ile crossed
to dummy with a trump and discarded a heart on dummy's eight of
a
clubs. The only tricks he lost were
spade and a heart.
Note that South's duck of the
spade at trick one had everything to
gain and nothing to lose. Even if the
defense cashed two heart tricks at
that point, the opening play would
not cost a thing since the club loser
could later be discarded on the ace of
spades.

make.
However,impossible contracts can
sometimes be salvaged by giving the
opponents a chance to make a mistake, and such a tactic may well succeed if the setting is nght. Take this
diacalf: where declarer made five
asslI
t,
g ah(
lookin
olidr
ight,
mond-has,:d'vs'en.
four
you might
this could happen.
Of course, West could have
defeated the contract by leading the
ace and another heart initially, in
Tomorrow: Bidding (fl11/.
Irs.
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Crosswords
1 Best possible
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6 Cleaned house
11 Many August
kids
13 Ballpark event
14 Neighbor of KY
15 Well output
16 Groovy
17 Pharaoh s god
18 Pixie
20 Tips one s hat
22 Bro s sibling

23 Muddy up
25 Ouilbng social
26 Fix potatoes
27 Haff-moon tide
29 December
decor
31 Woof
33 Snowmobile
part
34 Kind of card
37 Party-tray

GARIFIELn(TO

cheese
40 Fox's abode
41 Familiar digit
43 Pillow cover

45 Venomous

snake
46 Quarks homes
48 Yes,
to Rob Roy
49 Polynesian
plant
50 Hotel freebie
51 Arapaho foe
53 That man
54 Hardened
56 Mysterious
58 Herd follower

59 Verse
DOWN
1 Wall climbers
2 Arness role
3 911 destination
4 Historians word
5
6
7
8

Burglars "key"
Sauna sites
eBay milieu
Type size

9 Vanish forever
10 Foolish talk
12 Neatnik opposite
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13 Volunteers

19 Hamlet's oath
21 Smattering
22 Took a break
24 Coat of paint
26 Damsels

28 Waterlily leaf

30 Be very frugal
32 Damaged by
hail
34 Gambling den
35 Jag
36 Overly
38 I knew di

46 Zipped
through
47 Ladder rung
50 Keogh relative
52 Kind of system
55 Uh cousin
57 Scale note
)
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39 Rowdiness
40 Caesar s
tongue
42 Big birds
44 Is introduced
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